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NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS 
TE CHNICAL NOTE NO. 945 
NONDESTRUCTIVE TEST METHODS FOR SPOT WELDS 
IN ALUM I NUM ALLOYS 
By R. C. McMaster, J. F. Manildi , and C. C. Woolsey 
SUMMARY 
This report presents the results of a study and research 
investieation of nondestructive test methods for spot welds 
in aluminum-a~loy sheets. The purpose of the research was to 
investigate proposed nondestructive test methods for spot 
welds in aluminum alloys , to determine the feasibility of 
such tests, and to recommend those research methods found 
suitable for development and reduction to practical applica-
tion. 
Inv.estigation was made of approximately 30 proposed non-
destructi~e methods of testing spot welds, including electric-
current conduction tests , eddy-current tests, thermal tests, 
sonic and vibration tests, materj.al-property tests , penetra-
tor tests, X-ray tests, and mechanical-proof tests. Prelim-
inary tests and analysis of the requirements of a suitable 
nondestructive test indicated that ~enetrator, electrical, 
and X-ray tests showed the most promise, and extensive devel-
opments of each of these test methods were carried out. Each 
of these test methods then was tried on groups of several 
hundreds of industrially made spot welds, and the reliability 
and accuracy with which weld size, strength, and quality were 
predicted by each test were determined. Com~lete descrip-
tions of test equipment and the results of measurements are 
included in this report, in many cases in the form of graphs. 
Also included are photographic tables of data on spot-weld 
nomenclature and metallurgy, weld classification, and the 
effects of conditions of welding upon weld size and structure. 
It was found that, in terms of reliability, the most 
promising nondestructive test method is the radiographic in-
spection of spot welds, which can probably measure weld-nug-
get diameter and the presence of defects , such as cracks, 
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porosity , a ·n'd . . spi·~ti~g . The most. rel.iabl~ non-radiographic 
test is the ring-penetrator 'or ' 'profile-penetrator test , 
which can measure weld-nugget diamete r reliably under normal . ~ 
conditions of production ,,,eldLng. Jt_ does not measure the 
nature or extent of cra cking~ porosity, and spitting, except 
insofar as these defects c hange the depth of penetration un-
der load . Neither tbe ~lec~rical ~or the penetrator tests 
are capable of deter~i~ing ' the extent of the alclad inclusion 
i n tot hew e 1 d n u g get at the fay i n g .p 1 a n e, 0 r the dec rea s e i n 
weld strength resulting from this · cause. · 
I NTRODUCT I ON 
The need for practical nondestructive tests for spot 
welds in aluminum-alloy sheet is . recognized in the aircraft 
industry. Present .industrial process :control and visual in-
snection proced~res , while adequate ' for the production of . 
secondary a~rcraft structur e s and , ' in some ~ase8 , for primary 
aircraft ~o~ponent~, do not guara~ tee th~t " all spot welds ' 
made in aluminum-alloy sheets for ~ircraft wiil meet minimum 
strength requirements. Consequently , spot-welding applica-
tions have been limited, for the most part, to soco~~ary or 
unstressed structures. Until adequate process control, mon-
itoring of the welding equipment. or reliable nondestructive 
tests are provide~ to guarantee weld , qualii y , ' the spot-weld-
- ing of primary aircraft stru~turcs tends to be limited. 
\ofhen designers and inspectors are shown undeniable proof 
that weld quality is adequate , tho spot-welding of primary 
aircraft structures may be expanded. & reliable nondestruc-
tivo test for spot welds would . provide this pro6f of weld 
qualitJr • 
The purpose of the research describeCl. in '. t h is report 
was ' to invostigate propos e d . nondestructive test methods for 
spot welds in aluminum-alloy ih e~ ts , td determine the · feasi-
bility of such tests, and to recommend me thods fQund suitable 
for furthor dGvelopmc~t and reduction to practical applica-
·tion. The National Advisory Committee for Aoronautics spon-
sored the research and contributed to its financial support . 
The inve~tigation was carried out at California Institute of 
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STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
A. Requirements of Test 
The nondestructive spot-weld test must bo absolutely 
reliablo, and should be practical, fast, efficient , and eco-
nomical both in labor and equipment. It should be suitable 
for proQuction test i ng and for occasional inspection checks 
on questionab le welds at any point in the fabrication process. 
It should detect bad we lds regardless of their cause. 
To be more specific, the test must be: 
1. Re.:hiable.- It should discriminate normal welds -
that - is, welds with static shear strengths 25 percent to 
l2f2.--R~gJU}~ auove the minimum acceptable strength - from 
we la s with less than the minimum acceptable strength, with 
complete reliability. To obtain this reliability, the method 
should predict s p ot weld static shear strength within ±20 
percent of actual weld strength, and more accurately if pos-
sible, throughout the ran ge of strengths from one-half the 
minimum acceptable strength to the highest strength obtained 
under normal production conditions in acceptable welds. A 
reasonable maximum accuracy to be expected from a nondestruc-
tive spot-weld test is that test indications should measure 
weld strength as closely as nug g et diameter (which could be 
ob~erved by destruc~ively sectioning ~he weld) correlates 
with weld strength. Any nondestructive test which approaches 
this standard should be co n sidered successful, for the rela-
tion between nugget diameter and weld strength is generally 
recognized as the most significant relation between a single 
weld parameter and the static shear strength of the weld. 
2. Practical '.- It must be such that it can be used. reli-
ably by semiskilled personnel under normal production condi-
t i on s • 
3. Fast.- Because of the large number of welds to be 
tested, a production testing device should prefe~ably operate 
in a few seconds and be capable of being quickly transferred 
and positi oned for testing. For this reason, its location 
with respect to the weld nugget should not be too critical. 
4. Immediate i~ response.- In production testin~, the 
indiqation of weld strength sh'ould b'e immediate" t :o avoid 
delay and unnece~sary ideritification of specific welds under 
test. 
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5 . In d e pen den t 0 f \oJ e ~JL ..lQc a j; ion . - T est res u 1 t s s h 0 u 1 d. 
not be invalidated by the proximity of other welds, or of 
corners, slots , or edges in the sheet, or of large masses of 
metal . 
6. Indenende~t of ambient condi~~ons and of surface co~­
ditions 9f welded shee·ts.- Since weld testing may be done on 
production lines with in buildings or out-of-doors, test re-
sults mu st not be affected by temperature, noi s e , vibration, 
dirt, humidity, or other test conditions dependent upon loca-
tion . Sheet surfaces must not require exc~ssive prepa~ation , 
nor s~ould surface conditions resulting from normal produc-
tion pro cess es invalidate the test. 
7,. Nonde-st.!:.\!ctive.- The ",leld must not be. damage 'd by the 
. test~ nor . should the alclad laver be broken nor the sheet or 
" .. · .. part · ~e .; ~i~torted " by the test.~ 
In addition , it wou ld be hfghly ~esirable, bu~ not nec-
essary , that the test equipment be port able and that jt re-
quire access. to .0-nl;V· ori'e· side of the we lded sheet ·s. If used 
on fabiic~ted pieces , · it would be advantageous if the portion 
of · the · tester to be b r ought to' the weld were ~mail , Itleighing, 
only a ' fe, pounds at mo.st , and were easy to move and set ac -
' curately ' in position. For ' prod~ ctio~ testing ' of small parts 
before fqrthef a&sembly , tWe wo~~ : might be brought to a fixed 
testing, ma chiIle. idth:ougb. ~spot ,c"'ellds "i"n aircraft ar'e accesL. 
sible fro'm both sides 'o·f ·the \'lork at ,some point"- i n the fabri-
catio n p~ocess , ' ~ testing unit o~erating from only . one side 
of the sheet wou~-d be very advantageous, pr<yv ided reliability 
of mea-surement were not sacrificed to obtain thi~ advantage . 
n, Weld Properties and lomenclature 
Figure 1 shows photomacrographs of both cross section 
and faying surface , and photomlc!oSFaphs of significant re-
gions , of a typical s ~ ot weld in , al~lad 24S-T aluminum-alloy 
sheet. The following nomenclature, whi ch will be used 
t h r 0 ugh 0 u t t his re p 0 r t , ref e r s tot his f i gu r "e ~ , " .. - " 
1 . The R.arent sheet (A) is the 24S-T aluminum-alloy 
sheet in the region outside the weld proper which has not 
been affected in any mann a r by the welding process. This 
allo~ is co mposed of 4 . 5 percent copper , 0.6 percent manga-
nese, and 1.5 per cent magne~ium, with aluminum and normal 
impurities making up the balance, (See referenc e 1.) The 
24S-T (tempered) alloy develops about 41,000 psi shear 
. Or ) J ~\ I :, 
.. -
.. 
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strength, while 24~-0 (annealed) alloy develops only 18,000 
psi. The incipient melting temperature of this 24S alloy is 
936 0 F. (See reference 2.) 
2. The al.JLlad -laya:;:. (E) is a thin layer, approximately 
5 percent of the pa,rent sheet thickness, of commercia.1l y 
pure aluminum bonded to each surface of the parent sheet. 
Its prime purpose is to protect the parent sheet against cor-
rosion. It is important that the welding operation should 
not impair the prote c tion provided by this coating. This 
commercially pure aluminum ' develops about 9500 psi in shear 
and ha~ mel~ing point of about 1200 0 F. (See references 1 
and 3.) , 
~. The we~~nu~get (e) is an ellipsoidal volume of metal 
whi~h has been melted by the welding current, possibly being 
stirred so as to effect a redistribution of its chemical con-
stltuents, ' and has then solidified i nto two distinct zones as 
a c~st structure. (See reference 4.) The dendritic zone (e') 
shows evidence of very rapid solidification, while the equi-
axed zone (e") sho\"s evidence of relatively slower cooling. 
The nugget is softer thun the parent sheet and develops only 
about 18,000 to 22,000 psi shear strength. (See reference 3.) 
4 . The corona region (D) surrounds the weld nugget at 
the faying plane and is that area of the alclad coating which 
has been subject to pressure and heat du rin g the welding pro-
cess. The nature ,of the coro na may depend upon the surface 
preparation of the s h e e t before welding , and in the c orona 
re g ion there may be no bonding, partial bonding, or complete 
areal bonding depending upon the s heet condition and the con-
diti~ns of welding. It is not safe to assume the bonded area 
of corona to be proportional to nugget area, for the purposes 
of nondestructive test development. The complete coron a bond-
ing may develop as mudh as 9500 to 1 0 ,500 psi shearing 
strength. (See reference 3.) 
5, The alclad inclusion (E) into the weld nugget at the 
faying plane consists of aluminum of the alclad layer which 
has not been alloyed into the nugget. The extent of alclad 
inclusion is quite variable, and tends to be g reater with 
thick alclad layers, and in low energy welds with thin-nug-
gets. Excessive alclad i n cl u sion weakens a weld in shear 
loading, since it decreases the effective nugget area ,- at the 
faying plane. It is possible to develop a nugget in both 
sheets, yet have 100 percent alclad inclusion~ (See refer-
ence 3.) In this case, the weld nugget centributes nothing 
whatever to the weld strength. 
" ' 
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6. The penetration (F) of the weld nugget into the par-
ent sheet measures the portion of the sheet thickness occu-
'p:ied by the \o,Teld nugget. Penetrations ' of '20 to 80 perc'ent 
of the sheet thickness are usually considered acceptable. 
(See reference 5.) Excessive penetration (80 to 100 percent) 
usually indicates a brittle, cracked, or porous weld, and it 
is undesirable both because of lack of ductility in the weld, 
and because the cracks may spread to the surface breaking 
the alclad layer ' a'nd permitting borrosion . Inadequate pene-
tration (below 20 percent) is frequently accompanied by ex-
cessive 8;1 ,c'l~d i ,ncl~'sion and inconsis'tency in strength. ' 
'7. The heat-affected zone (G) is that region of the par-
ent ' metal surrounding the weld nugget the properties of \'Ihich 
have been changed as a result of exposure to elevated temper-
atures. The shear and tensile strengths of the 24S-T alloy 
are' re,duce'd in 'this region . Struc'tural changes, such as in-
cipient melting of the material and inttusion of eutectic 
along gfain boundaries, occur in this ~one . (See reference 
6.) Very large welds tend to "pull a button" when they fail 
under shear loading, the failure possibly occurring in part 
,through this heat-affected zone . (See reference 7.) Welds 
which fail by shearing the nugget ,through the faying plane 
are not greatly affected by this zone insofar as the shear 
load required for failure is concerned . 
8. The faying ulane (H) is the pland of join~rig between 
the welded sheets. Bonding between the two sheets in this 
plane gives the weld its strength. 
C. Factors Contributing to Weld Shear Strength and Quality 
Spot welds are seldom designed to be loaded in tension. 
The s pot \oJ e I d i ' s 'm u c h s t ron g e r 11 n d e r she a rIo ad i n g and i s 
normally designed on the basis of static ' shear loads. The 
most commonly used measurement of weld "strength is the stat-
ic shear strength of a single spot lap joint. (See refer-
ence 5 . ) It is this static shear strength which must be pre-
dicted reliably by nondestructive tests to obtain their 
general acceptance. If static shear sirength cannot be pre-
dicted reliably, the nondestructive test method must be con-
sidered a failure, rega r dless of how well it measures other 
weld properties. 
Unfortunately, static shear strengt~ alone is not a good 
measuie of spot-weld quality. Weak welds without any nugget 
bonding whatever at the faying surface may pass ' minimum ac-
ceptable static shear strength requi~ements b~ virtue of 
., 
... 
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alclad bonding; yet these welds might fail in service. Very 
large welds with oversize, cracked, brittle nuggets and low 
ductility may show very high static shear strengths, yet con-
tribute to early fatigue failure and rapid corrosion. An 
ideal nondestructive test should distinguish between these 
defects. 
The single spot-weld parameter which by itself corre- -
lates most reliably with static shear strength is the weld-
nugget diameter at the faying plane. More precisely, it is 
the net area of cast alloy (total nugget area less the area 
of the alclad inclusion) at the faying plane which determines 
weld strength. With excessive alclad inclusions, measurement 
of the over-all nugget diameter can be misleading to the ex-
tent of 100 percent error in predicting weld strengths. With 
normal alclad i nclus ions, the nugget diameter measures weld 
static shear strength ,.,ith an error of ±10 to ±20 percent of 
actual · we ld . strength. (Se~ fig. 41.) For welds without ex-
cessive alclad i n clusions or corona bonding, which fail by 
shearing the nugget through the faying plane, the correlation 
.' i .· s quite reliable. For stronger welds which fail by "pulling 
a .butto"n," the correlation is less relia.ble, but in all such 
.:,cas 'es the ".reld strength is 'less than would be expected. for 
'failure by shearing through the nugget at the faying plane. 
The second parameter, in addition to the net area of 
cast alloy at the faying plane, which co n tributes signifi-
cantly to spot-weld shear strength, is the effective area of 
alclad or c orona bonding at the faying plane. In cases .,here 
the cladding is fully bonded between the sheets near the 
weld, there occurs a strength contribution per u nit area of 
bonded cladding, ' equal to approximately half the unit strength 
of the cast alloy. In weak \-velds, the area . of bonded cladding 
may easily exceed the cast alloy area in the ratio of 3 or 4 
to 1. In these cases the bonded cladding contributes a major 
portion of the static shear strength of the weld. This added 
strength would be evident in the static shear pull test, yet 
could not be relied upon for the life of a welded ~tructure, 
as the alclad bond is of questionable nature. 
It is difficult to me asure the net area of alclad bond-
ing, not including the area of nugget bonding, in a nonde-
structive test. However, if reliable independent measurements 
can be made of the total bonded area and of the net nugget 
area at the faying plane, their difference measures the area 
of bonded cladding. 
Cracking and porosity within the weld nugget have 
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ne gli g ible effect upon static shear stren g th r except insof a r 
as t h e y affect the bonded area at the faying plane. 
The i n fluence of the different types of metallur g ic a l ' 
str li Gture on the characteristics of spot welds is not kn o wn 
at ,~ p re~ent , b u t it is probably of much less imp ortance than 
factors such as size, shape, soundness, and : freedo m fro m 
crackin g . (See reference 6.) Measurements have shown no 
reli a ble direct correlation between any metallurgical prop -
erty an d we~d strength , exce p t insofar as nugg et geometry 
has been mea 'sured by structui-al properties. :,' 
D; ' W'sld Types to be Discriminated 
, " 
, . 
'Th~ ta~k of developing nondestructive tests for spot 
weI d sis, 'f r e C1 u e n t 1 Y g i v en by pro d u c t ion weI din g g r 0 ups t 0 
r~~earch ' groups or outside organizations whose familiarity 
' with production welding conditions is limited. All too ' fre-
" quently, these ,research workers have a falsely simplified 
concept of the nature, geometry, and structure of spot welds, 
on which to base their nondestructive test developments. It 
mu.st ' theref ore be reco gnized that the size , shape , and bond-
ing, particularly of weak welds, are exceedingly variable. 
Static shear tests alone tell very little about weld geometry, 
size, and quality _ Many anomalous conditions exist which 
tend to invalidate nondestructive test methods. 
To aid in the development and interpretation of nonde-
structi~e spot-weld tests, a classification chart is given 
showing the faying surface and a section throug h the nugg et 
for sev'eral typical spot welds ma de under industrial welding 
conditions . These welds were made on energy storage welders 
of both the magnetic and the condenser types, which tend to 
produce similar weld structures. No alternating-current 
welds are included, but similar results can be obtained with 
alternating-current welders under certain conditions. 
For simplicity, the classification chart begins with 
very low energy welds, and pro g resses to . larger and stro n ger 
\orelds made wi th increasing, energy. In thi s manner the sig-
nificance of the various weld regions in contributing to 
weld strength can be easily determined. 
These welds ~ere made on industrial spot-we ldi ng machines ~ 
with all pTeparation and welding conditions normal , except 
energy setting or, in a few cases, forge pressure delay time . 
Thus, t h e net heat developed in the weld was used as the chief 
• 
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variable in producing thes e weld types . The bad welds were 
purposefully made so for use in developing nondestructive 
s pot - "T e I d t est s . 
~pe A Welds* - Alclad Bonding Only with No Nugget Formation 
(See fig . 2.) 
9 
Weld A-I represents the lowest energy setting of the 
welding machine produ c ing observable bonding at the faying 
surface. A small region of the alclad layers has been heated 
and subjected to pressure , produ c ing a weak bond possibly due 
to plastic deformation and , keying at the faying surface. 
This weld fell apart upon handling. The bonded points are 
good conductors of heat and electricity across the faying 
surface between the sheets; the surrounding faying surface is 
a very poor conductor as a result of the presence of a thin 
layer of aluminum oxide , which a c ts as an insulator . No 
change s have occurred in .the parent ;netal , and no nugget for-
mation has occurred . 
Weld A- 2 was made under the same c onditions as weld A-I, 
but more extensive bonding has occurred at the faying plane. 
The alclad layer has bonded ove r a slightly larger area. The 
static shear strength was 100 pounds. This bond, because of 
incre ased area , shows less over - all resistance to the flow of 
heat and electric current across the faying plane than the 
bond of weld A- I. 
Weld A-3 made with increased energy shows a still larger 
area of alclad bonding , and developed a static shear strength 
of 215 pounds. The resistance of this bond to the flow of 
e lectric current and heat is still ~e,ss than that of weld , A-2, 
because ~f the increaied bonding 'area. 
All the y!elds of type A , frequently called "stuck" welds, 
involve only a~clad or corona bon~ing without any nugget de-
velopment whatever, and should be cla~sified as worthless. 
This type of bonding results only under a locally ideal con-
dition of surface preparati6n, such as wire brushing or c a re-
ful etching. A fingerprint or the use of other methods of 
surface preparation may result in absolutely no bonding under 
the same conditions of welding. However, welds of this type 
have been noted ~ ith much larger area of alclad bonaing, 
which develop more than the Army minimum acceptable st~tic 
*Specimen ,..re lds shown ar 'e, all made ,in :0.040~inch 24S-T 
alclad sheets. All 'are shown at lOX magnification. 
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shear strengths. The weld shear strength is directly propor-
tional ; t ,o the net area : of true bonding, and the unit shear 
strength is near 10,000 pii. Nondestructive tests which 
measure the area of b~nding at the faiing plane tend to meas-
ure weld shear strength accurately, when alclad bonding is 
the ~ type of bonding present in the group of welds under 
t e'st ' . 
Type-] Weld s Elementary Nugget Formation 
(See fig. 3.) 
Weld B-1 shows the effect of a different method of sur-
face cleaning upon the bond at the faying surface. Suffi-
cient welding energy to provide an elementary nugget in both 
sheets has been supplied, yet almost ' no bonding whatever has 
occurred saVe on the periphery of the heated area. This 
"weld" fell apart upon handling. 
Weld B-2 represents a slightly higher weld energy than 
the ~elds of type A, with very elementary tendencies toward 
nugget formation. Nearly 100 percent of the bonded area con-
sists of alclad bonding with an almost negligible area of 
cast alloy or nugget bonding. This weld fa~led at a shear 
load of 360 pounds, the increase in strength over weld A-3 
resulting chiefly from the increased ~ of bonding. 
Weld B-3 represents a further increase in weld energy, 
producing a "crescent" or "doughnut" shaped nugget develop-
ment . Some of the ' a1clad layer has been melted and alloyed 
with the nugget material, permitting the cast alloy of the 
nugget itself to form a direct bond over a small ring-shape 
area. This weld developed 580 pounds in static shear test, 
most of the gain in strength ov 'er \\"e1d B-2 resulting not 
from a change in the area of bo nding, but rather from a 
chan'ge in the type of bonding - from alc1ad bonding to cast-
alloy bonding in the nugget area. The cast-alloy bond ----
usually develops about 20,000 psi unit shear strength, approx-
imately twice that characteristic of the a1clad bond. Thus 
this weld would not be discriminated from weld ]:2 by non-
destructive tests involving only the measurement of the total 
area of bonding at the faying surface. 
Weld B-4,made with still greater energy, develDped a 
flat nugget of larger size, but se~~s , to , lack alc~ad bonding 
entirely. Its strength of 480 pounds is cons~queritly lb~er 
than might be expected. This failure of corona bonding may 
have resulted from local surface contamination of the faying 
plane, as by a fingerprint. Thus neither the relative size 
• 
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of nugget nor the relative bonded area of this weld can meas-
ure its strength reliably in comparison with preceding welds . 
Nondestructive tests based only on measurement of the conduct-
ing area at the faying plane would classify this weld as near 
to weld A-2, which has about 50 percent of its area, yet only 
21 percent of its strength, and so the test-s would be 100 
percefit in error. Tests based on nugget size alone would 
classify it as stronger than weld B-3, and would probably be 
40 to 50 percent in error. 
Weld B-5 developed a flat nugget comparable to that of 
weld B-4, but the total bonded area covered only half the ' 
usual circular area, and contained only a small area of cas~ 
alloy bonding. Consequently, this weld is weaker strength 
(340 Ib) than welds B-2 and B-3. 
All the welds of type B, frequently called doughnut or 
crescent welds, involve small regions of cast alloy or nugget 
development with or without extensive alclad bonding depend-
ing upon conditions of surface preparation. The cast-alloy 
bond develops about twice the unit shear strength of the com-
plete alclad bond. Hence weld strength is not measured re-
liably by the total area of bonding at the faying surface. 
Usually the strength varies widely between successive welds 
made under these welding conditions, so that all these welds 
are undesirable because of lack of consistency, even though 
a group of these welds may pass the minimum acceptable shear 
strength reqUirement. 
The changes in weld energy in this group of welds were 
obtained with constant energy (current relay) setting of the 
Sciaky welder by advancing the application of forging pres-
sure by varying amounts of time. 
Type-C Welds - Small Diameter Nuggets with Normal 
Alclad Inclusions and Low Penetration 
(See fig. 4.) 
Weld C-l has a small nugget of normal shape and a rea-
sonable amount of alclad inclusion, typical of welds made 
with higher en~rgy than the type-E welds, but with insuffi-
cient energy to produce full-siz~ nuggets. Little alclad 
bonding occurred on this weld. - The weld strength is only 
200 pounds. The penetration is low, amounting to about 30 
percent o~ the sheet thickness. 
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Weld C-2 was made with greater energy than weld C-l and 
has somewhat larger diameter and about 55 percent penetration. 
The strength is 380 pounds. The nature of the corona bond on 
, this weld is questionable. 
'" 
Type-C welds result under otherwise normal welding con-
ditions when weld energy is ~l~ghtly _ low ~or the production 
of normal size welds. If the c~rona bond happen s t6 be ex-
tensive, the welds develop normal static shear strength. 
However,' if corona bonding i~ absent, the weld strength is 
low. Inconsist'ency of strengths results, particularly if 
surface preparation and cleaning of the sheet were inadequate. 
Type-~ Welds - Normal Di~meter Nuggets with Normal Penetration 
(See fig. 5.) 
Weld D-l is a weld of normal di~meter, penetration, and 
shape. Its strength ,,,,as 725 pounds. It has an adequ:ate area 
of cast-alloy bonding at the faying surface, to w~ich corona 
bonding add"s' furt"he r strength. The alclad in.clusion " is not 
excessive. The weld is llsound" - that is, it is ,free '-of 
cracks and porosity. The penetration is not excessive, since 
the hea't-affected zone does not extend to 'the surface of the 
24S-T allby. This' is the preferred t~pe or' wel~. Its maxi-
mum st'r 'ength has been realized becaus,¢' it~ .f?-~led _by shearing 
through the nu~gel , at ' ihe fay~ng plane. , " 
• _ , .' , 1 . 
. ;. . '.. \ . . . 
, ; Weld D-Z " {~' a:~ '"J'e:ld : of normal, " Fe'ri~ ,t~'~t\o,n ' ~~'d ' shape" with 
" slightly larg'er diam-et'er ' t h an weld. D-l '. ' It ,fa:l.le ,d by pull- , 
i~g a button, with partial shearing of' th~ ~ugget, and so de-
vel?ped only 580 pounds shear strength . 
. Th~ welds of type D consist~ntly develop ac~eptable 
static shear strength, and are , characterized by normal diam-
eter, well-shaped nuggets of reasonable pehet~ation. The 
welds are u sually sound and free from cracks, porosity, and 
lack of fusion. 
Type-E Welds - O~ersize Nugge~~ with Eicessiv~ 
Penetration, Cracks, Porosity, or Spitting 
, , (S e'e fig. ' 6 . ) 
Weld E-I has a ' nngget of normal 'diameter with excessive 
penetratio~ into one sheet. ~n~ ' a te~dency toward. cracking 
in the nuggcit. Sheet efficiency may ' be impaired by the 
". • < 
• 
• 
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excessive penetration, and fatigue strength might be lowered 
through further growth of the cracks. Should the cracks ex-
tend themselves to the sheet surface, corrosion may further 
impair the weld quality. Strength was 700 pounds, no greater 
than that of a normal penetration weld with the same nugget 
diameter. 
Weld E-Z shows excessive cracking in a weld of nearly 
normal nugget diameter and penetration. This results from 
inadequate electrode pressure during welding; in this partic-
. ular case the appliqat;ion of forging pressure was purpose-
.. fully del~YE1d to. obtain this result. The fatigue- .and corro-
sion-resi .s~ant properties .of the weld may be impaired. 
Strength was · 590 pounds. 
Nugget cracks usually lie in planes normal to the sheet 
surface, and radiate spokelike from the center of the nugget. 
Curr~nt and heat flow through the bonded area normal to the 
faying surface are not appreciably affected by such cracks. 
X-rays, or eddy-current flow parallel to the plane of the 
' sheet,will detect this type of cracking. 
Weld E-3 has a large diameter nugget with excessive pen-
etration into one sheet. Cracking is frequently present in 
' such oversize welds, particularly where inadequate tip pres-
sure has been used. Further increase in nugget size offers 
little advantage, for possible increase in static shear 
strength is offset by probable reductions in fatigue strength, 
sheet efficiency, ductility, and corrosion resistance when 
excessive penetration and cracking result. 
Weld E-4 has an abnormally large nugget with excessive 
penetration and cracks extending to the sheet surface. It 
developed a static shear strength of 1385 pounds, but the 
crack might serve as a focal point for corrosion or fatigue 
failure. 
\'leld E-5 exhi bi t s "spi tt ing" at the .faying surface, a 
condition which usually is accompanied by porosity and ' re~ 
duced strength (640 lb). 
Welds of type E may occasionally dev~lop gr~a~er static 
shear strength than normal welds. but this gain is offset by 
a decrease in strength consistency, and a .. probabilit:r of ex-
cessive penetration and cracking. 
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TESTS AND RESULTS. 
":G -
_, At the time this research was begun, several methods 
f6r the nondestructive testing ' of spot welds in aluminum al-
loys had been proposed. Each of these methods involved an 
~ttempt to measu re the total ar~a of bonding at the faying 
pl~oe, through the flow of dir~ct cutrenf, ~lternating or 
,edd~ current, heat , vibration, or ' so~nd waves across the fay-
- i~g plarie at the bond . Tests showed that none of these m~as­
.' ureme~ts could predict weld strength reliably, and that the 
reason' for the~r failure lay in their inability to discrimi-
nate b~tweeri the relative areas of nugget bonding and ' of al-
clad bonding at the faying plane . ' If such tests were -cali-
brated on welds having nugget bonding only, the measurements 
could falsely indicate the strength of a weld ~ith predomi-
nantly alclad bondi~g to be as much as 100 percent above the 
true strength. For this r eason, tesis developed by several 
research " laboratories failed to discriminate weld strehgth 
and Quality and their development was abandoned. 
During the . past year, radiographic methods of inspecting 
spot welds have been c.eveloped ··~o sho\'l ,:gr;eat :promise. (See 
references 4, 6, S, 9, and 10:1 v The 'radiographing of spot 
welds , however , s'eemed unattr'act'lv 'e ' to' aircraft ' manu'i'acturers 
because , o_f.. .the c'o,st, time de'lay" and:' sk.i 'll 'require'd in t,_~ ;st­
~n,g." , 'a:s<. ,w:e.l),~ as. t .he, p,oS'sib ilit 'y 'cd mis '{,'nt..erp-:I"Bt ·a:'tion" of :~Jle 
r 'adi'o ~r.'aph s or" ~ ~ ,i ' s ,u s e - 0 { the ' me t hod' .. " . T .h~; '~r-~ct'.i,:Ca,;P,i-'J.:i. t y 0 f 
the method has riot yet besn proved' 'for '· ind'1.i'.st' r'ia:l, ·'Prod.uction 
inspection. Therefore a specific direct"ive to,: deve,:lop ·non-
r ad i 0 g rap h i c t est met hod s, i f P 0 s sib 1 e, ''l a s g i v e n tot his 
project . . " 
\ :' 
For the use of research organizations interested : in the 
d eve lop men t 0 f n 6 n des t r u c t i vet est s ' f 0 r s p b t we l ' d ~, a b r i e f 
description of proposed test methods is now given, " Methods 
proposed and , ~eveloped independently by California Institute 
,of Technology , are indicated with a (¢)' sign. Metho~s pro -
posed elsewhere are indicated by a superscript letter;. ,- Gen-
eral information on the methods is included ' where it may 
prove usefu~. Th~se ~~~ho4s include: 
• ' . . • • .1.. • ••• ' !~.. • 
( a) , V i,:~u~?..l" i. n ~p ~" ~ t i on !', b:f f Sp bt " ,W~ Id.lS! ,~ ,~ . :! . 
.. " .. I~.,'·: .~ ' ~"".;::::1-, .. , .r :.:~ : J t3~1 . 
.' .. ~. ~ 
(b) Electric-Ourrent ' (C~nduction):' 'l'ests 








(d) Thermal (Heat-Flo,.,) Tests 
.":,-',', (e) Sontc and Vibration Tests 
(f~ Sheet-Su~face-Condition Tests 
(g) Imp~essor or Penetrator Tests 
(h) Mechanical-Proof Tests 
(i) Radiographic Tests 
A. Visual Inspection of Spot Welds 
Quality control of spot welds in the aircraft ' industr y 
is obtained .. at present by (See reference 5.): 
1. Careful process control 
2. Qualification testing of machines 
3. Percentage destructive testing 
4. Strength-consistency tests 
5. Weld-metal-structure tests, and 
6. Visual inspection of welded parts and structures 
Visual inspection is the only nondestructive test ~hich 
has r e c e i v e d g en era 1 ·a c c e pta n c e i nth e : i n d u s try, . 
. . 
A skilled inspec tor, familiar wit'h ~he ' conditions 6f 
. preparatiori' and ",elding , and ·the characte-ristics of' partic-
ular machines in a given plant, can obtain ~ a great amount of 
info~mation concerning weld q~ality by visual i~s~~ct~on of 
the finished parts. Parts showing, excessive 'indentations.'. of 
the sheet by the welder electrod~s are 6f 6ou~s~ rejected, 
for surfaces exposed to the air stream in which a sm'ooth 
surface is requi red. 
The presence ~f spits or flashes, or evi&ence _ ~f e~ces­
sive tip pickup~ often indicates ' bad welding ' cond1tions. 
Welds with'cracks extending to the sH~et suifac~ ~~e ~~s~ly 
observed, and cannot be accepted because these .cracks '.se rve 
as focal points. for corrosion. Evidences ' of excessive sheet 
sep,aration indicate bad welding cond-itions, wi~,h pos,sible 
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expulsion of metal from the weld zone and resultant cracks 
or porosity. Certain surface conditions can be correlated 
with ductility or , conversely, with brittleness in the weld. 
Under controlled conditions of welding, nugget size, weld 
energy, and · timing of forge pressure can be correlated with 
surface indentation of the sheet. The research man must 
avoid developing nondestructive tests which measure these 
spot-weld parameters no more reliably than does visual in-
spection. 
B. Electric-Current Conduction 
Indications obtained in electric-current conduction 
tests depe n d upon the measurement of resistance in the weld 
region. Thei depend irr particular upon the geometry of the 
conducting path, and upon the s~ecific resistivity of volumes 
and surface regions in that path. Because of the very low 
resistance of aluminum alloys, even with a current path lim-
ited to the weld region to obtain sensitivity to weld condi-
tions, large currents, 10 to 100 amperes, usually ' are re-
quired. Sensitive pickup units with low internal resistance, 
desi gne d to respond to 5 to 100 microvolts, are needed. Only 
a s ma ll portion of the total energy input to the weld region 
is available to actuate the indicating instrument ' in the 
pickup system. The relatively large effects of . contact re -
sistances and the r ma l electromotive forces must be reduced in 
the measuring circuits . 
It is difficult to detect variations in the specific 
resisti v ity in the various metallurgical region~ of the spot 
weld, fro m the outer surface of the shiet. Despite the f a ct 
that 24S-T has approximately twice the resistivity of 28-0, 
and about 167 percent of the ' resistivity of 245-0, the usual 
weld nugget has little resistivi~y effect upon electrical 
measurements from the outer surface oj the sheet . There are 
no boundary ~egions of very high resistapce between the nug-
get and the parent metal . For welds of normal or low pene-
tration, the overlying layer of parent metal t e nds to mask 
small changes in ~esistivity within the nugget. 
As an example of this condition, a rectang~lar prism 
containing half a weld nugget was cut from an 0.064-inch 
24S-T alcla~ sheet containing typical spot welds. The s~des 
of the prism were machined smooth and parallel, resulting in 
a block 0.064 b~ 0.020 by 1 inch containing half· the w~ld 
nugget, as shown in figure 7. Direct current was passed 
through the strip from end to end. The potential distribu-
tion was measured by means of a potentiometer easily adjusted 
• 
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tq 1/2 percent of the total voltage drop in the piece, 
through the use of a sharpened aluminum alloy probe and a 
dividing engine. The potential distribution was found to be 
that shown in figure 7 for measurements on the side of the 
block which had been the faying plane. No significant dis-
continuities exist. Measurements on the opp osite side of 
the block showed a linear potential distribution. Similar 
profiles in which the difference in voltage between two 
probes 0.04 inch apart was measured as the probe assembly 
was moved along the pie ce also showed no resistance discon-
tinuities. In the absence of pores and cracks, therefore, 
it w-ill be ' very difficult to use specific volume resistivity 
measurements from the outer surface of the welded sheets to 
measure weld size or quality. 
It· is feasible to detect variation in the total conduct-
ing area of the bond between the sheets at the faying plane 
of a s~ot weld. This may be done by using direct current 
flowing across the faying plane (normal to the sheet surface) 
at the bond. Several direct- current tests of this type have 
be~n proposed. Direct current flowing in the plane of the 
sheet does not measure the area of bonding , unless a sizable 
normal component of flow through the bond can be established. 
(See fig. 8.) 
~~vanta~ of direct-current methods lie in their sim-
plicity and their immediate response . 
Dis.advantages of direct-current test metho ds lie in the 
difficulties of establishing satisfactory probe systems with-
out excessive contact resistance or thermal electromotive 
forces, as well as in the small energy available in the pick-
up system. 
1. ~wo-side direct-current test a .- In this test, a large 
direct current is passed from a cylindrical . current electrode 
(I) in contact with the sheet surface above the spot weld 
through the weld normal to the faying plane to a similar cur-
rent electrode in contact with the sheet surface below the 
spot ,,,eld. (See fig. 9.) Potential probes (p) in contact 
with the outer sheet surfaces and connected to a low-resist-
ance galvanomete r, measure the potential drop through the 
weld. This test measures the total bonded area at the faying 
plane of the weld. For welds with small areas of bonding, 
the lines of current flow are crowded to ge ther at the faying 
plane and produce a relatively higher potential drop than 
with welds with a large area of .bonding. (See figs. 10 and 
l~.) Higher potential readings thus ten~ to indicate smaller, 
and presumably ' weaker, welds. 
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' Precau~ion~ . to be observed in making this test are: 
~ 1. The current electrodes must be fixed r elative to one 
,another and be very carefully centered above the actual weld. 
(lncidentally, the weld may not be centered under the imp res-
sion ' of the tip of the we lder electrode.) A displacement of 
th~ curre nt el~ct rode 1/16 inch from the optimum point with 
iespect to the we ld may introduce a 100 percent change in 
- potenti~l i ndi~ation . (See fi g . 10 . ) Each area of the cur-
~ re nt electfQde must make the same degree of contact, and 
! ' ~~rr y the ' same proportion of ~he total current, on successive 
measurements, in spite of variations in the geometry of the 
indentation of the sheet surface by the welding tipS. 
2. The potential probes must be ve ry carefully and per-
man.ently loc ated, 'tlith res}J e ct ,to the current electrod,es . , A 
displ acement of 1/64 inch produces a large error in ~otential 
indication . Centering the potential probe symmetrically with 
re spect to the current e l e<..:trodes , so as to measure only the 
voltage drop due t ,o curr ent flow normal to ' the sheet surface, 
has been shown to give optimum sensitivity in these tests. 
3 . The ~otential probe should have a sharp tip of a 
h a r den e d alloy, c a ~ a b 1 e 0 f P 11 n c t u ri n g: t h 'e a xi de ', ' f i 1· m; ant he 
surface of the aluminum sheet without requiring the applica-
tion of excessive p ressure or penetrating a variable distance 
intp the ,sheet. 10\\1,. c on,stant co·n tact ' resistg.nce mus t 'oe ob-
tai~ed. Fhrt~~rmore, the :p otential p r~bes mu~t be maae of an 
alloy' which" develops only a very small ,·th~rmal electromotive 
force "when in cont~ ct with aluminum . This is necessary ' b~­
cause the potential drop across the weld amounts to only a 
few microvolts (0 to 50) in ord i nary welds, for total cur-
rents l a rge enough to heat the weld re gion appreciably. 
4 . The applied pressure and the total test current 
should not be la~ge enough to cause further fusing of alclad 
at the faying surface , as this naturally introduces errone-
ous test indica t ionQ . 
5 . Clean i ng the sheet surfaces above the weld with steel 
wool and acetone tends t~ improve test consistency. 
Inhe r ent ' errors in tJ::is test me_thad, present ' eve'n when 
te st equipment is correctly d esi gned , accurately built, and 
properly use~, are: 
1. An error in prerricting we ld strength a mount i ng to as 
much as 100 percent of actual weld strength, resulting from 
.. 
... .. ,'. 
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:the inability of this test to discriminate the relative areas 
Of al~lad and nugget bonding at t~e faying plane. Both types 
of'bonding have lo w resistance i n comp a rison with the un-
. bond~d oxide coated areas of the iaying plane, and both types 
o~ bonding serve equal ly wel l as e l ect~i c ally conducting 
~reas in this test . . 
2. An erro r of as mu ch as 100 percent in potential indi-
cation, resulting from d isplac ements of 'the ele c trode assem-
bly by 1/32 inch or more from concentiicity with the bonded 
area at the faying plane. Since ther~ is no i ndication on 
the outer sheet surface of the exact location of the bond at 
the ~aying plane , save the i ndentation. caused by the welder 
tips, th is error cannot be re med i ed except by profiling the 
weld region to obtain a minimum indi cat i ~n. Results of typ-
ical profile ele c trical test on welds are ' iiven in figures 
10 and 11. 
3, An error of variable magn i tude resulting from varia-
tions in the shape of the c ondu c tin~ 'a~~a at the faying ~lane. 
A long narrow bonded area might develo~ ~he same shear 
strength as a circular bonded area of equal magnitude, but 
test indications wo~ld vary. .. 
4. An error of va~iable magnitude ~esulting from the 
presence o~ adjacent welds or ri vets ne~r the weld under test. 
A portion of , the testing current is s~unted through these ad-
jacent bonded areas, lowering the test indication, Similar 
large errors in indication may result · \.,rhEn1 Ifspi"tsll or expul-
si on 0 f met al oc cur and bond the ' fayi ng 'sur fac e near . t he weld 
under test. 
Imurovements in this test method we re. Q.btained by follow-
ing the listed precautions, and, in additi~n; 
1. By modifying the ori g inally prnposed three-p?~~t cur-
rent-electrode assemolies t o use four to six. points ~ or ' 
areas of contact arranged in a circle, Or a cylindrical 
electrode(¢) making a circular contact 0ith the sheet surfabe. 
This eliminated errors occurring on welds with elementary 
nugget formation when chance alo ne determined whether only 
one, or t"NO, of the current electrodes in the three-electrode 
assembly l ayover the bonded pO,rtion of the: weld. , 
2. By selecting the diameter of the ~ircle of current 
electrode contact slightly larger than the bonded area of the 
normal weld, optimum sensitivity to weld area was obtain ed , 
idth minimum shunting of current through' adjacent welds. 
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3. By apply i ng a measured pressure(¢) to the ' current 
electrodes whi c h were ac curately alined in the form of a 
circle of spherical contacts or a cylindr i cal contact, vari-
ation in depth of penetration of the current electrodes into 
the sheet, and errors in alinement, were greatly reduced. 
. . 
.. 
Advantages of the two - side direct-current test include: 
(a) its 'simpli c ity , (b) its great sensitivity to ,.reld pres-
ence (indications increase by a fa c tor of 80 : 1 as the elec-
trode assembly is moved off a weld to a point halfway be-
tween hlo \'lelds 1 inch a part) , (c) its effectiveness in 
mBasur i ng the area of c ontact regardless of type of bonding 
present (the extent of al c lad bonding is very difficult to 
measure by other methods) : 
Disadvantages of the two - side direct - current test in-
. elude: (a) its inability to measure lIJeld strength rel i ably , 
(b) its inherent errors, (d the fact that it requires ac-
cess to ' both sides of the weld, (d) the large testing cur-
rents required , (e) the small energy available in the poten-
tial circuit . 
2 . One-side direct - cu:r;rent test~.- In ' this test , · a di-
rect 6urrent is ~assed ' between two current electrodes (I) 
both of which are in contact with th~ same outer sheet sur-
face above ~he spot weld . The potenti~l drop between two 
p'robes (p) placed on the ., center- lint;) of the current elec-
trodes, also in contact with the sam~ outer surface of the 
sheet , is measured by a potentiometer or low-resistance 
galvanometer . (See fig . 12 . ) In the weld region, some of 
the currBnt tends to flow dow~ below the faying plane through 
the bonded area·, reducing the curr~nt density in the upper 
sheet above the weld . Thus the potential gradient is lowered 
above a spot weld with a large area of bonding, and lower ~o-
tential indications result . . . 
Precautions identical with those iisted for the two-s·ide 
test must be observed with this method . 
Inherent errors identical with ' those listed for t4e two-
side test e~ist with this ' test meth6d. In addition , the one -
side test is very much less sens~tivc to the presence of a 
weld, and to its size, than the t,.; o- side test . Whereas the 
two-side test indication changes by a factor of 80 : 1 as the 
test assembly is ' moved ' from a loc~tion 1/2 inch f r om the weld 
to a point over the weld, the one - side test changes its indi-
cation less than 20 percent with a similar movement of the 
assembly. Since only a small fraction of the total current 
'\ 
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flows ~elow the faying plane at the weld, the percentage 
chan g e in indication between small welds and large welds is 
leis than 10 percent, under optimum test conditions involv-
oint ~nly one w~ld in a I-inch wiae shear test strip. (See 
' fig~ 13 for typical results of tests made on 29 spot welds 
... . ·- in "l-inch-wide, one-spot, lap-joint test strips of 0.064-
'inch 24S-T alclad sheet. In large sheets containing many 
welds, the change in indication becomes exceedingly small 
and very difficult to det-ect - experiments on industrially 
ma~e welds showed this change to be entirely masked by the 
inverse effect of the indentation of the sheet by the welder 
electrode. (See fig. 14.) The limits of sensitivity of 
this method, determined by calculations, and checked by po-
tential measurements in a large scale salt-water model of 
the conductor in the weld region, are very low. In practice 
it is difficult to realize even a fraction of the -theoreti-
cal li mit of ~ensitivity . 
~rovements in this test method were obtained by fol-
lowing the listed precautions, and in addition,by modifying 
the electrode assembly to form a Wheatstone bridge circuit 
with the weld under one leg of the bridge . (See fig. 15.) 
The direct current passes through the sheet from electrode 
I1 to electrode I;. The weld: if adequately bonded, -
~owers the resistance of one leg of the bridge. A potential 
a'p pea r s bet \</ e en P 1 and P .:a due 0 n 1 y tot he e f f e c t 0 f the 
weld in unbalancin g the current distribution. A far greater 
percentag e change in indication with change in weld size is 
obt a ined than with the unmodified one-side test. This test 
also discriminated welds with large bonded area from welds 
with small bonded area in single spot-weld I-inch test 
strips, but suffered great loss of sensitivity when applied 
to largq sheets with many welds. 
The advantage 0 f the : 0 n e - s i de t est" 1 i e sin t he fact 
that access ' is re-quired to ' only one side of the welded struc-
ture. Although 90 to 95 p~rcent of aYl spot ~elds in - air-
craft structures are accessible from both sides at some 
point in the fabrication process , this would enable the test-
ing of welds even on closed structures. -
Th~ di 'sadvantages of the one-side test _ lie in its inher-
e~t errors and in its 1ery low sensLtivity. Only small de-
flectio n s can be obtained, even with long_period, high-sen-
sitivity galvano meters in the potential circuit. Test indi-
catio n s are affected as _ m~ch by sh~et indentation as by the 
prese n ce of weld bondin~. No practical reliable form of this 
test has been developed as yet. 
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3. Lap-joint direct-curTent test(p).- In this test a 
direct .current is passed through the , ... eld bet\oJeen two curr·e·nt 
electrodes. one of which is in contact with the top surface 
of the upper sheet directly above the weld, while the . other 
is in contact with the top surface of the lower sheet adja-
c en t to the weld. (See fig. 16.) The major part of the cur-
rent thus passes normally through the faying surface of the 
weld under investigation. The potential probes are located 
at the centers of the cylindrical current electrodes , in one 
. form of ,the test assembly. Variations in the area of bond-
' ing at the w~ld introduce variations in the potential drop 
near th~ faying surface which tend to introduce variations 
ih ~ ~he ~otal drop between the potential probes. Higher po-
~~~tiil drops should occur with weak welds of small bonded 
ar~a. 
Precau t ions to be observed in making this test include 
those listed for the two-side direct-current test, except 
that the cufr~nt electrode in contact with the lower sheet 
must be in ~ ~ixed po~ition with respect to the weld, as 
close as possible to the weld . This electrode should con-
tact only the low ~ r sheet . . 
Inherent err or s, simi lar to those li st ed for the twa-
side direct_current test, exi et for this method. In addi-
tion, much larger errors , due to extended · p~th 'of current 
flow along the lower sheet, result from ~ariations in geom-
etry of structure, edge effect s, adjax:e.nt weld~·, and amount 
of overlap in the lap joint. _ . 
• ... 1.. 
The disadvantage of thi 's , t .est is .. its ver.y. low sensitiv-
ity. The maximum possible variations in the:: total potential 
wh ich could r e sult frOm varyi ng the . geomet ry of bonding at 
the faying surface of the weld are only 5 to 10 percent of 
the total potential drop. This is not a sufficient degre e 
of sensitivity. Uncontrollable variations due· to oth e r fac-
tors are of the same order of magnitude . In general the var-
iations at the faying surface are completely masked, and the 
test is of no value. 
Figure 17 shows the sensitivity of the assembly to the 
Rr esen ce of a weld. The assembly ",as moved lengthwise over 
the surface 'of the weld, and readings taken every 1'/16 inch. 
Comparis on of ~this curve with figures 10 and 11 for the two-
side test shows clearly how much less s ensitive this assembly 
is to the ptesence of a weld. In the two-side test the r at io 
of potential me asurement halfway between welda to potential 
measu re ment directly over the weld is about 80 to 1; whereas 
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1n this case the ratio. i~ only about 1.5 to 1. To determine 
the a b iIi t y 0 f 't he ass e jll b 1 Y t 0 de tee tun fu sed "weI d s ," t est s 
were conduct ed cn a group of welds in which 2 out of every 3 
' were not fused . (The welds were purposely ma de this way.) 
Th.e res'.1lt s are t abulat'ed on this page in table I. The same 
welds we re thep su~jecte d to the two-side test and the re-
s u 1. t .~a r ere c or o. <:: a a 1 (, n g s i . de. I tis t 0 ben 0 ted t hat the 
readings ,9f the one:-si.~le test vary only a small percentage 
(5 to 10 perc~ nt ) bet~8en fused and unfused welds (the fused 
wel9-'k wer~ n.or :n;::. l strllneth) ;,' \.,.h ereas the two-side test gives 
roughly a 10,O GO p~ ~ ~eD~ var iation between these two types 
of weld . It may he !~asonab ly c on cluded that the lap-joint 
test wil l not Rvan ~ ~~Gc t wi th certainty a completely unfused 
wel~. ~n V~9W o ~ thic alrect evi dence , it was decided us e-
. l eS8 to. con~uct test~ on w~lds where th e strength variations 
were. smaller. On t~e basis of the above facts, it seems ce r-
t 'ain that this pa~tlculur one - s id e test is not useful. 
Si nce , with this a~p~r atus, the weld wa s isolated as com~ 
pletely as is pOSSible, other type s of assemblies with more 
remot~ electro.des would c ertainl y not be useful. 
TABLE I 
, 
Ele c trical Electrical 
1veld il:di cation* indication* Pull 
One- s l '(~ e t e st Two-side test streng th 
1 12.0 9.2 0 
I 
2 7.0 14.0 0 
3 6.4 .087 725 
4 6.8 10.5 0 
5 6.4 12.5 .' 0 
6 6. £); ' , . 070 .' 860-. 
7 6.6 7.5 0 
; , .. 
: : 
8 . 8.8 . . 10.8 .. " : 0 
. , 
. " 
9 7.3 .071 805 
*Indi"cat·io.n in J.L : amperes p e r ampere 
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4. One-electrode direct-current test(p). - In this test, 
current passes into th~ weld region from one ele~trode (fre-
quently ~ r~ng contact) , and is collected from the spot-
welded structure at remote points. Two potential probes (p) 
are radially displaced within the current electrode (I). 
(See fig. 18.) OveT the center of a uniform sheet, very 
, littl~ potential dlr"fel'cnce, a'ppears across the potential 
.;pr,o'bes when cur.r.ent flo\, ~ , away from the current electrode 
symmetrically through. t~e sheet. If current flows into the 
lo~er sh~et of a joint ~hrough a weld under the electrode 
~ ~ssembly, a larger~i~ference of potential appears between 
the radially diHplac~d ~otential probes. The potential dis-
tr~bu~~on in tha wild r~gion iq similar to that obtained 
_·wLth . heat flow ,irom i source in contact with the sheet sur-
fac~. -'D,evelopment of t.his type of test has been postponed , 
since , the v~riability of the ret urn current path makes this 
test less reliable than even the lap-joint direct-current 
test . 
5. Alternating-current conduction tests(p).- Each of the 
types of test described for direct current might conceivably 
be used with alternating curre nt, provided inductive pickup 
could be eliminated from the potent ial probes and leads, and 
a suitable detector for 5 to 50 mi crovolts alternating current 
supplied. Alternating-current galvanometers are too insensi-
t i ve for use a s 'p 0 ten t i ali n die a tor s '; s 0 v a c u u ill tub e a 'm p 1 i f i "'i 
ers with stable c a librati ons are usually indicated: A ~ dire~t­
current galvanometer used with a suitabla .(i'opper- oxide ,~recti­
fier of very low resistance can also be applied, for larger 
potential drops . " 
In addition to the pre cautions listed for direct-current 
tests, especial care must be used to avoid inductive pickup 
in the potential probes and leads. The resistance drop of 
potential across the weld is so small that the inductive pick-
up in unshielded potential leads would be several hundred 
times larger. Even though thi s induced volta~e were 99 per -
cent canceled by a reverse inductive voltage purposely intro-
duced in the potential circ u it, a large error in indication 
would remain. This difficulty nullifies other apparent ad-
vantages in the use of alternating current. 
Inhere nt errors, identical with those listed for corre-
sponding direct . ..,current tests, exist with alternating-current 
conductio~ t '~sts. 
Advantages of alternating current over direct current in 
co ndu ctio n tests lie in the simplicity of high_current power_ 
c 
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su~ply tran~formers and the possibility of instantaneous 
indications. 
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Disadvantages due to inductive pickup and lack of sen-
sitive alternating-current potential - indi~ators have been 
cited. , 
C. Eddy-Current €Induction) Tests 
Several types of eddy-current tests have been proposed. 
In these tests, alternating magnetic fields are established 
in the region of the weld , resulting in a flow of alternating 
electric current through closed paths within the welded 
sheets. Since the resistivity differences of the various re-
gions of , sound welds are too small to serve effectivel~ for 
discrimination of weld quality , eddy-current tests, like con-
duction tests, must measure the area of bonding at the faying 
plane to predict weld str~ngth. This can be achieved only by 
a flow of current normal to the fayi ng surface at the bond. 
In thin conducting sheets it is very difficult to ef?tab-
lish a significant component of curren~ flow normal to the 
sheet surface. A variety of induction assemblies have been 
tried, even using massive blocks of good conductor to force 
the magnetic field down into the sheet, with no success what-
ever in establishing a significant amount of cur~ent flow 
normal to the faying surface at the bond. Detection devi~es 
producing eddy currents flowing predominantly in planes par-
allel to ' the sheet surfaces have not been able to differen-
tiate between good and bad spot weLds. (~ee fi~. 19.) 
Eddy-current test devices respond sensitively to sheet-
surface g eometry. weld cracking, and porosity . (See refer-
ence 11.) They are applicable in detecting these conditions 
1~hich may correlate \"ith the fatigue strength o'f the \"e:ld, 
but which do no:t ,measure static shear strength. No eddy-cur-
~ 'ent de~ice proposed is known to measure static s~~ar : 
strength effectively. 
Advantages of eddy-current test methods a~e: (1') Access 
is required to only one side of the welded sheet~ ' (2) No 
electrical contact with the sheet surface is reqUired; (3) 
Ins tan tan e 0 u sin die a t ion s are p 0 s sib 1 e ; ( 4) D e p t h , sen sit i v-
ity may be adjust~d ~y choice of f~equency. 
Disadvantages of ~d:dy_current test 'methods are:, (1) 
Difficulty is encountered in establishirig current ffow nor-
mal to the bonded area at the faying surface; (2) :erobe 
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assemblies pick up very little energy; (3) Gracks, porosity, 
and s b eet ind e ntation tend to affect indications far more 
tha:J. d o es the a r e a of bondi n g a t the fay ing plane;. (4) E dge 
eff e cts an d adja ce n t we l d s af fec t i n dic a tions; and (5) Even 
if eddy-cur r s:J. t f l o w c ou l d b e establi Rh ed normal to the fay-
ing pl a n e at t ~ e wel d b on d, no discrimination between cast 
alloy b ond i ng an d u lcl a ~ bo n di n g (with only half the strength 
of t h e for mer) could b e obtained. 
1. Tran s f ormer-loading. i:c-auction test(¢) .- The simplest 
, eddy-curre nt l n d u ction-test unit consists of a coil carrying 
' a1. 't,'erhat;\. ng c~'rrent placed above the : conducting sheet so as 
t .o pro.d\lc~· eddy currents .,hich act as a secondary transformer 
loa"d o:n: , t 'he :coi;l. Using cores of powdered iron in \lTax mold-
ed a1;lo,ut small coils, the investigators have obtained a high-
Ii sensitive system of measuring sheet thickness, surface 
indenta t ion, and resistance to the flow of eddy currents flow-
ing in ,planos ,parallel to the sheet surface. No p ickup coils or 
amplifiers are used; instead the coil and a suitable condenser 
are made parts of a series resonant arm of an alternating-
current brid g e, t h e flow of eddy currents in the sheet being 
reflected in the coil by increased primary coil current. 
(See fig. 20.) The change in inductance due to the secondary 
currents detunes tne resonant circuit, and for a coil Q* as 
low as 20, a 300-percent change in voltage across the con-
denser occurs when the unit is lifted from the surface of the 
conducti n g sheet. A 2-percent change in the thickness of an 
0.080-inch sheet can be readily detected, without the bridge 
circuit, by measuring chan g es in voltage across the condenser 
with a vacuum tube volt~eter (I-percent chan g es are observa-
ble with the bridge circuit assembly). 
The location of the eddy-current path in the conducting 
sheet can be controlled by the use of a concentric pole 
assembly which can be easily formed to any desired shape us-
ing the powdered iron in wax. A few of the more useful con-
figurations are shown in fi gure 21. The depth of p enetration 
of the eddy c u rrents may be decreas e d by increasing the ap-
plied fre qu e n c y . A quick check on eddy-current penetration 
may be obtai n ed by bringing a massive block of conductor into 
contact with the sheet surface opposite the coil, and observ-
ing the highest frequency at which it affects the indication. 
*~ is the ratio of s t ored ener~y to dissipated e n er g y 
in th e coil, and is given by ~ = wL/~, where W = 2n 
times the fre~uenc y , L is the ind~ctance, and R is the 
effective resistance of the coil. 
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~o arrangement of 'pole pieces has yet been devised to 
force sizable co.mp9.~en·t."s of th·e: eddy currents to flow ·nor-
mal to the sheet ~ ~~ff~¢~ at thewe~~. The flow of .eddi cur-
rents in . small citc~lar paths in th~ plane of the sheets has 
proved very eff~ctive in detec ~ing ~weld cracking and porosity. 
Such weld cracks are usually radial cracks, normal to the 
sheet surface, ext~nding qutwa~d from the center of the weld 
n~ggett and so lie directly acfQs~ · the path of the circular 
Sl.+rrents • .. (See .. :figs. 6 · and 20.) The indication measures the 
ove!l':':'all : ~x~~nt ·· of cracking and porosity, ' without measuring · 
the geometry of individual cracks. 
" -.. . " . . . 
; t ,'. 
_, This device is also s ·ensitive to the a~r . t'?ap between 
the·pole pieces and the sheet ~~rface. Thus i~ responds to 
i~dentation of the sheet by th~ ' ~lectrbdes of the welder, 
.. and actually has appeared to ' discriminate between good and 
~ad welds through t~e measure~ent of the increased indenta-
tion which tends to accompany larger weld nuggets. 
Prebautions to be . observed in using the transformer~eddy_ 
current assembly are: (1) Frequency must be selected to ob- · 
., tain eddy-current pene~ration adequate for sensitivity to 
we 1 d pro per tie Sf · (2) r he air g 8: p : bet ~~ en pol e pie c e san d 
sheet suiface must be maintained con~t~nt; (3) 00rrections 
must be ma~e for chang~i in ~heet thicknes~, ~aterial, and 
temp~r~ and (i) It must be recognized that curr~n~ flow i~ 
predoll1i n a.utly in the plane · o·f the sheet and that the test 
does not ·measure · static shear strength of spotweld·s, since 
its indica:t~ons are indepenCient of the bond· ·'between . t.he sheets. 
:. -. .'; ... . . ,. . . : . 
Inherent errors in this test method are (1) its inabil-
ity to discriminate between porosity or small cracks, and 
certain la·rger crack de'fects, or local changes in the resis-
tivity of the material. 
Improvements in this test method were obtained by using 
low loss powdered iron in a highly insulating wax, and oper-
atin g at the highest frequency consistent with adequate pen-
etration of eddy currents into the sheet under test.* A 
high coil "Q," \I/as thus obtained, resulting in a sharp, high 
resonant peak in the low-resistance circuit. By operating on 
the steep slope of the resonance curve (f{g. 22),maximum sen-
sitivity to sheet-resistivity conditions is ob~ained. By 
*Frequehcies of 3,000 to 30,000 cycles ~ere foun~ useful 
with sheet thicknesses varying from 0.181 inch to 0.016 inch. 
Example: F~r 0.064-inch sheet, 1 = 34 millihenries, 
C = 0. 0 025 ~f, f = 17,000 gave a change from 24 to 100 volts 
across condenser when coil assembly was lifted off sheet. 
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including the coil or capaci ty in one leg of an alternating-
current bridge, the indicator may be set to zero when the 
coil is in pos ition above normal sound sheet material, and 
vary its indication only when the coil is over cracks and 
unsound sheet material. By using Goncentric poles , the eddy-
current path may be confined to a narrow ri ng , eliminating 
effects of adjacent edges, holes , and welds not under test. 
Advanta~ of this test method are: (1) Access is re-
quired to only one side of the sheet; (2) N.. o sheet prepara-
tion or cleanin g is required, and no electrical contacts are 
made with .the sheet~ (3) Measurements may be made through 
paint or insulating coati ng s without damage or pun ctur e ; (4) 
No probes or low-energy indicating circuits are used - hence 
no difficulties due to co ntact resistance , thermal electro-
motive forces, inductive p ickup, high-gain amplifiers or 
sensitive meters are encountered; (5) Wide flexibility, due 
to choice of frequency, geome try of pole assembly, and sharp-
ness of tuning, can be obtained in applications; (6) The eddy-
current pattern is ideal for the detection of radial cracks 
in spot welds;. and (7) The device serves effectively as a 
thickness or alloy d ete ctor for conducting sheets. 
Disadvanta,ges of this method are: (1) Only eddy currents 
flowing in planes parallel to the sheet surface can be estab-
lished readily; so bonding at the faying surface is not meas-
urecl (thus spot- weld static shear strength cannot be meas-
ured); (2) Variations i n the air gap between pole p ieces and 
sheet surface have a large effect upon indications ; (3) In-
dentations and Variations in sheet thickness affect indica-
tions ; (4) The exact geometry of cracks and porous defects 
cannot be determined. 
2. Transformer-~oading induction test modified for lap 
joints c ._ A modif ication of the simple transformer-loading 
test makes possible the induction of eddy currents which flow 
normally through the weld bond at the faying surface, if a 
ret u r n path c an be provided. An exciting coil with concen-
tric cores is designed to fit over the lap joint, as shown in 
figure 23. Frequen c y is adjusted so that eddy currents are 
not induced i n significant amounts at a depth greater than 
~- sheet thickness. If the exciting coil is placed on the 
lap joint between two spot wel ds, the eddy currents flowing 
beneath the turns of the exciting coil (between the inner and 
outer magnet ic poles) tend to follow a path through the upper 
sheet, dO\'!ll through one weld to the lower sheet. and return 
through the second weld . Small bonded areas at the welds 
tend to introduce resistance into the eddy-current path~ 
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while with no conducting bond at the welds, a very high re-
sistance is introduced. ' These conditions are reflected in 
the resonant primary circuit and indicated by a vacuum tube 
voltl'lle,ter. 
Inherent errors in this test method make it practically 
worthless for spot- weld inspections. These errors include 
- (1) all the inherent errors listed for the two-side direct-
' current test; (2) large errors due to edge effects, holes, 
rivets, and the irregular spacing between adjacent spot 
wel~s; (3) an error due to vq.riations in overlap and in the 
distance of the weld from th~ lap edge of the sheet; (4) 
errors resulting from effects of welds in the return path 
(at least two welds affect each indication). The location 
of ' the s~ot w~lds with re~pect to the lap joint has a greater 
effect upon indications than does weld size or quality. 
3. Pi6kup-coil ' eddy-currant tests d .- In these tests, 
eddy ~urrents are induced ii the sheets under test by cur-
~ents in exciting coils , and variations in the eddy-current 
pattern are detected by sensitive pickup coils connected 
,through high-gain amplifiers to suitable indicators. (See 
reference 12.) In many designs , the pickup coils measure 
only the departure of the eddy-current pattern from the pat-
~ern in a uniform sheet. Several typ ical pickup units are 
shown 'in figure 24. 
Pickup unit Ad has an exciting coil and concentric poles 
similar to those described for the trans£ormer induction test. 
In addition, however, a sensitive magnetic pickup syst~m is 
symmetrically located within the center leg of the core. The 
two poles of the pickup are slightly displaced from each 
other. The pickup coil is shielded from the magneti~ field 
of the exciting coil. With the normal c'ircular flow- of eddy 
currents established in ~ound continuous cond~cti~g sheet' by 
the exciting coil, no magnetic flux vari~ti0hs occur in ' the 
core of the pickup coi l ~ When the coil is placed over, a ~ 
crack or dispontinuity, however , the modified eddy-current 
pattern produces an alternating magnetic field through the 
pickup coil. (See fig. 25.) 
Pickup unit Be was specifically designed in the Naval 
Research Laboratory for use in testing -'spot welds, with the 
, hope that a sizable component of eddy-curreni' flow might ' be 
estab~ish~d ~cross the faying surfac e into the lower sheet 
at the weld, producing an unbalance current in the pickup. 
The frame on which the coils are wound is made of transformer 
1 ami nat ion s ' .. ' The . mag net i C' f i' e ld 6 f the e xci tin: g C 0 i 1 sis 
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additive so that the outer pole faces are of opposite mag-
~etic polarity. An exciting frequency of 1000 cycles was 
use d . A n a 1 y sis 0 fed d y- cur r en t pat t ern s s how s t hat i f the 
,. :wei~ is cracked or porous, or if eddy currents do flow below 
the faying plane through the weld bond,a ' pickup due to un-
balance wil~ result if the weld is, unsymmetrically located 
~i~h respect to the eenter pole on which the pi6kup coil is 
i ,ocated. Scanning l is required to obtain ' maximum infofmation 
concerning a weld. 
! ~aval Research Laboratory te~ts of this unit indicated: 
L. ~his eddy-current method is not satisfactory for the 
detection of the quality of fusion between the two welded 
sheet s . 
2. The effect of porosity or cracks on the detector was 
such as to overshadow all othe~ effects. This make~ possi-
ble the detection of cracks or porosity with little ai~fi­
culty. 
Tests at ' the California Institute of Technology on sim-
ilar units confirm these results. 
Pickup unit Of was disigned at the Lockheed Airc~aft 
Corporation for use in testing spot welds. Large blocks of 
copper conductor were employed to force the magnetic field 
of the exciting ,coils into - the welded sheet. Despite sever-
al modifications. the difficulty in establishing a sufficient 
eddy-current flow normal to the faying plane at the weld pre-
vented 'successful measurement of the area of fusion at the 
\ ... e 1 d • 
In general, researc~ has sh'own the pickup-coil eddy-cur-
rent tests to be subject ' to the limitations and inherent er-
rors previously listed for eddy~current tests. No successful 
method has been devised for measuring the bonded area at the 
faying plane through the use of eddy currents. 
D. Thermal Test Methods 
Thermal test methods invol~e the flow of heat through 
the weld region and the measurement of resultant temperatures 
or temperature gradients. The presence of the weld modifies 
the heat-flow pattern in an unwelded sheet: 
1. ~eometricallYI since heat, tends to flow normally 
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aeross the faying plane through ~he weld to the opposite 
sheet and so possibly measures weld- nugget diameter; and 
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2. T.hrough its variable heat conductivity (if differ-
ences in conductivity do exist in various regions of the 
weld) and ~the presence of cracks and porosity. Heat capac-
ity of the region under test affects the transient tempera-
~~re r~~ponse only. 
Advanta~ . - Heat- flo\., methods are readily adaptable to 
one~~ide testing , as well ~s to two-side testing. No return 
p~~h~ ar~ necessary . Heat flow may mea sure total weld diam-
eter at faying surface. 
. . . 
·Disadvantages . .,...:O~ing·to heat-capacity effects, heat-flow 
methods cannot be instantaneous and usually are slow tests. 
Ambient temperature, .surface thermal contac t resistance, size 
• of parts welded, original temperature of work , presence of 
. cracks, nature of ' heatin~ and method of temperature measure-
ment - all change resultant temperatures and tend to invali-
date readings. Thermocouples to measu re temperature have 
small energy output, give slow readings and require sensitive 
indicators. Although heat-flow indications respond to weld 
cracking and porosity, they do not differentiate sufficiently 
between the cast-alloy nugget and the parent metal to measure 
nugget geometry. Also , heat-flow tests fail to differentiate 
between cast-alloy bonding and alclad bonding at the faying 
surfacei so the static shear strength of welds is not accu-
rately measured . 
1. Heat-reservoir thermal test g ,- A copper heat reser-
voir (similar to a massive soldering iron) with two contact 
lugs carrying imbedded thermocouples (fig. 26) is heated to 
a temperature considerably above that ' of the weld to be tes-
ted. One lug is pla ced in contact with the sheet surface 
above the weld, and heat flows into the weld region by con-
duction. If a weld is present, heat ' flows through the bonded 
area of the faying plane to the lower sheet, and the tot~l 
rate of heat flow from the reservoir is greater thanwlien the 
weld is absent , for in the latter ' case only the;upper ~heet 
conducts heat away from the reservoir. The drop in tempera-
ture recorded by the thermocouple imbedded' in : the ': lug ~n, con-
tact with the sheet is a measure of the rate 0f :' he&t ~ fld~ 
from the reservoir to tne sheet. The thermbc6upl~ fm~edded 
in the second lug through whi c h no heat flo~s . measur~$:the 
temperature of the reservoir. A sensitive galvAnometer ' is 
employed to measure the differential output of the thermo-
c oupl e s . .:. ',: 
." 
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Precautions to be observed in making this test are: 
1. The heat- sourt~ lug: must be accurately located above 
th~ weld, and mus~ ' ma~e contact with the same sheet area on 
eac4 wetd tested. (Variation in . the shape of the electrode 
. indentation makes this very diff~cul~ . in practice.) 
. :.' . 
... .i-. - 2. T~e ' sheets ' t 'o be ' tested shO).lld ' n 'ot v'ary widely in 
., "· temperature ' and should preferably be at ambient temperature. 
3. The ambient air must be still - a slight draft 
' cha~ges in~ica~ions far more than the presen c e of a weld. 
Inherent errors in this test method, id"entical with 
those listed for the two-side direct-current test, exist. 
1\ In addition, ~ve r y l~rge errdr result~ ~ irom varia-
tions in the thermal contact resistance at the sheet surface 
where heat is bein~ introdriced, du~ both bo changes in ~on­
' tact area and to surface ' films of variable ' nature. 
. . . 
. 2 . Changes in ambient temperatur~ or air velocity, ' and 
in mat~~ial temperature, affect indi6~tions ~~eatli. 
3. Progressive heatin~ of ' the work as successive welds 
ate tested chan ge s indications, even on identical we~~s: 
4. The pres~nce of adjacent ~elds, ~ivetd, ' edg~~~masses 
' of metal, ho les in the sheet , l1 'sp it l1 or expulsion of metal 
from the weld region - all rss~li in erroneous indicatio ns. 
Improvements on this te s t method were . obtained by fol-
lowing the listed prec~uii~ns , by insulatirig the heat reser-
voir and lugs from the ambient air~ by clea~ing the sheets 
and lugs :and removing oxide ' bEi ·fore each test' , by' holding the 
unit on ~h~ sheet ' surfice '~~dei cont~olled p~~isu~e a fixed 
pe r i od 0 f' t \i-me, arid' 'by worki'ri g ina small 'ql 0 sed r a am i./i'th 
l,olork at room :tempera'ture": 'This' latter item' rElquired a delay 
betwe 'en we'ld measurem'ents" the time ·being. used fdr coo~ing 
and: c lea n i n g ,t he -she e t ' civ e r ' the n'e x t ' \1 e I d \01 i t hac e. ton e . ' 
," 
Advanta"ges ' 6f t 'he Ifeat '-reservo'ir t 'her-mal tesf .'are: ',' 
.. (a) Ac 'cess :i ·s re·qui.r :e'd ,t-o only one side',:o'f ' t.he wo'r 'k ; (b) . The 
he:ater- and' temperatu'r 'e' ih-diC·a:·t ·or- may b 'e in a ·· singl.e : uhit. re -
"qtdri:ng .. O!i.ly o·ne · appli-catTon";" and (c) No marking·lo!· or damage 
t>o i .... e"ld·s ·resu·lts. · . .',' ..... ;'. . 
.Disad'vanta.ges cif · thi ·s te 'st' i 'nclu-de: :(a:) it's fnherent 
• :. ~ : l. 7 " • 
.' \' '; ~ . . 
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err9rs, (b) its sensitivity to ambient-air conditions, (c) 
the qifficulty of obtaining uniform thermal contact with the 
sheet s~rface, and (d) its inability to indicate weld static 
, shear I?trength. 
2. Induction heating ,tests(¢).- In these tests heat is 
.~pplied ,rapidly to a small area of tho alclad sheet directly 
above the weld, at a measured rate or in fixed amou~t, by 
modified industrial induction surface hardening equipment. 
The frequency is chosen sufficiently high to limit the pene-
tration of the heat-producing eddy currents to a thin layer 
at · the sheet · surface. Thus thermal contact resistances be-
tween heat source and ' sheet are eliminated :as variables, ' and 
the rate and amount of heat production are controlled. When 
a large area ' of weld bonding is present,a large fraction of 
th~ generated heat flows normally across the ' faying plane 
into the lower sheet. With no weld bonding, all the heat 
must flow away in the ,upper sheet. (See fig. 27.) Thus the 
heat flow is sensitive to the area of bonding. , 
For one-si,de. testing, the temperature indicator must 'lie 
under the indu,ction heater on the same surface 'of the wo-rk -
hence must not be affected by the high-frequency ·field. 'Onlw 
a carefully shielded thermocouple would be suitable. , Ho\"ever. 
by closing the thermocouple circuit to its indicating galv'a-
nometer only after the high-frequency field is turned off, 
the cooling transient of the sheet ' surface may ,'ge r!3corded, 
provided the galvanometer responds with sufficient rapVdity. 
Some success has been attained by the use of a thin layer of 
wax* or t ,:hermopl.astic in the shee't · ·'surf'ace' . by ,observ.ing the 
diameter of the soften~~ melted araa, yhich results when the 
controlled quantity of, heat, -is 'genera't 'ed, 'above the ,yeld. ',' 
For two-side testing, the indicator is placed on the 
side of the wo'rk'oIPPo'site the weld , -',,,'here it i ,s n,ot ,affected 
by the h'igh-fr'equerf.o..y..'. ,field, - · 'In~, this' case=,.-~" the- heat which 
reaches the, tempe:ratU'r'e i :ndic·a:t.o'r · must f ·low. through, the we'ld 
at the faying plane. The entire heating &n~ cooling trinsient 
for the controlled heat generation cycle can be observed 
with great. sens.iti:v,it.y "t:.O, 'the ~i~e ' of the':bon'de'd area '. Eoth 
ther mocouple an.d·, wa.x- ·f'il:m indicators hav-e" proved 'to be a'ff-ec-
t i vo . <', • ' . , • 
*Suitable b&librated wax temper~iure i~dicators ' ~re com-
m~rcially ~v~ilable from the Fisher Sci~nt~fiq Go .• '.-
Pittsburgh, Penna., in the form of Tompilstiks and Tempil 
Pellets. 
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The most convenient form of th~rmocouple indicator devel-
oped for this purpose consists of a low-thermal-capacity ther-
mocouple supported against the sheet surface by a small rubber 
suction cup. The inner surface of the cup is coated with a 
heat_reflecting surface ·thermally insulated from the rubber, 
and the suction cup excludes the ambient air - hence despite 
sheet-surface condition , the thermocouple follows the sheet 
temperature closely. The second junction is similarly at-
tached to the sheet at a ~emote point, so that only tempera-
ture ~ifferences due to th~ heating of th~ weld region are 
m~asu~ed. Both · junction~ . are quickly and easily attached to 
any point of the sheet surface by means of the suction cups, 
and may ' be pulled off and. moved at will. 
The laboratory wax-film indicator consists of a thin 
layer of parawax or thermoplastic material placed on the - sheet 
surface. When cool and hard, a dry, colored powder or dye is 
sprinkled over · the wax. When . heat generated in the opposite 
sheet at the weld flows through the weld in sufficient quan-
tity, , the wax above the bonded area melts, and in this region 
the powder becomes imbedded . A complete joint may be tested 
at one . time, ard a permanent record obtained by subsequently 
placing a strip of Scotch tap~ OVer the line of welds. The 
tape picks up the powder over all areas except where the wax 
has melted and imbedded the powder. For practical use . 
"Templestiks" may be used as temperature indicato~s. : L~rge 
welds, small welds, and no bond whatever are readily · discrim-
in~ted fro m· one another by the extent of melting of the . wax. 
. . 
Precautions to be observed in using the induction test 
are: 
1. The induction heating unit must be accurately located 
above the weld. The temperature indicator m~st be equally 
accurately located, as the temperature gradient in the plane 
of the sheet is quite larg~. 
~. The rate and amount of heat generation must be pre-
cisely controlled by synchronous . or el~ctronic timing units, 
if bonded area is to be determ~ned accurately from tempera-
ture indications. 
3. Ambient air should be quiescent. No condensed mois-
ture should be present on the structure. All parts of the 
joint should be approximately at room temperature. 
Inherent errors in this test method are simi~ar to th ose 
listed for the heat-reservoir test, save that errors due to 
contact resistance are eliminated. 
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Advantages of the induction" heating method are: (a) ':ehe 
test may be made , witp. access to either one or both surfaces 
of the work. (b) ~he method measures total bonded area relia-
bly, and permanent reco~ds can be easily produced~ and (c) 
~ontact thermal resistances are eliminated as variables . 
. , .. 
Disadvantages ' are: (a) ]f inite heating times (a few sec-
onds) are req~ir~d~ (b) Gareful positioning and control of 
ambient conditio.ns is necessary;. (c) S.pot-we.l.d shear strength 
is not measured reliably;, and (d) Adjacent welds, edges, 
holes, and m~ssed of metal introduce large errors. 
3. Radiant heating tests(¢).- In these thermal tests, 
heat is su~plied to the surface of the welded sheet by radia-
tion, as from a concentrated heat lamp and focusing system. 
The sheet surface must be cleaned or painted to .obtain uni-
form heat absorption over the test area. Thermocouples may 
be used on the on~~side test if shielded from direct radia-
tion, without . int 'ernal heating effects present with induction 
heating methods . The method is slow and is subject to the 
previously ' listed errors of the r mal tests . Temperat~re indi-
cations are obtained as in the induction heating test~ when 
the indicator is on the opposite side of the weid f~om the 
radiant heat source. 
. . 
4. Contact-dr ~p he~ting test(~).- One ~ondition has been 
found in which electric current flowing from pointed elec-
trodes into alclad sheet produces a contact drop of pqtential 
approximately constant at about 0.2·volt for currents from 
20 to 90 amperes ~irect current, releasing considerable heat 
at the point of contact. This is equivalent to a point source 
of heat, and the rate ,of temperature ris~ per watt of energy 
input would be affected by weld presence. This method is es-
pecially suitable for use with wax- tempeiature indicators, 
either in one- or two-side test, although ther~ocouples. may be 
used. 
5. _Differenti~l heating tests(~).- In ' methods 2, 3, and 
4, effects of weLd presence co~ld be increased, and the ef-
fects of variable ambient conditions ' reduced by the heating 
of two areas, one over the weld and one not over the weld, 
under identical conditions, and measuring the differential 
temperatur~ of the two regions by a thermocouple system. Be-
cause of the ' duplic~tion of heating equipment required, this 
modification has no 't been investigated in this , r~: $..e,a·JL(t4. 
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E. Sonic and Vi~ration Tests 
~,) Sonic and vibration tests are usually of three basic 
'; ' forms: measurements of vibration damping; measurements of 
~,.jave' reflectionsj measurements of the natural frequencies of 
o~cillations. Each t~pe has been proposed for the nondestruc-
tive "testing of spot ,,,alas in aluminum alloy sheets. 
::' .. '. ',";; 
Sonic and vi~ration tests, by thei~' very nature, are 
mote ' ea'sily ; applied to pieces of fixed size and shape, to de-
tebt mate~i~l , properties and defects, than to structures of 
irregular and variable shape. Spot-welded structures offer a 
less promising field of application because of , their complex 
shapes, which affect test indications considerably. , Hence 
care must be taken to avoid the development of test procedures 
which cannot be reduced to practical forms applicable to spot , 
welds. 
1. Vibration dampitg tests.- One form of vibration or 
damping test proposed for spot-weld testing employs a driver 
to establish oscillati'ons of adjustable frequency in the weld 
region and a detector ' to measure the resultant a~plitude. 
For sonic and lower frequencles, ?- coupled elec'tr'()magnetic-
mechanical transducer (simila'r t 'o ' the driving un'it 's of loud 
speakers) is employed as driver, while for supe~sonic, 
magneto-striction or quartz crystals are used.* Power is 
supplied from variable frequency os~illators to these driving 
units. Detectors for measuring the resultant vibration am-
plitude usually consist of a piezo-electric pickup or other 
microphonic device, connected through suitable vacuum tube 
amplifiers to indicating instruments. (See fig. 28.) 
The damping can be determined for a system of any shape, 
"' provided it can vibrate. In one method of measurem~nt, con-
stant ehergy is supplied the driver at varying frequ~ncy, to 
~btain in the detector a resonance curve (fig. 29) showing 
the amplitude of vibration as frequency is varied through one 
of the natural frequencies of the system. Theory in~icates 
that the mechanical damping of resonance curves can ' ~e read-
ily deter mined from their breadth. If 6f represents the 
breadth of the "resonance curve at half the maximum amplitude, 
then the damping 8 is given by 
*Magneto~striction generators are useful from about 
8,000 to 50,00,0 cycles, and quartz crystal generator,s ,: are 
useful at higher frequencies. 
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~ fl. 
B = 1.814 -.Z. 
fres 
where the resonant frequency f res 
ence of the half amplitude points, 
cycles or vibrations per second. 
37 
and the frequency differ-
~fl., 
2 
are measured in 
A second method of measuring damping requires that os-
cillations be established, then be allowed to die out by dis-
connecting the driver. If the amplitude of successive vibra-
tions are observed by the use of a cathode ray oscillograph 
or equivalent, the damping may be determined as 
' A 5 = Ine __ n_ 
An+l 
where An and An+l are two consecutive amplitudes of the 
free vibration. Where the frequency is too high or too small 
to make possible this measurement, the damping may be deter-
mined from the time required for the amplitude of the reso~ 
nant oscillation to fall to one_half its original value, by 
the relation 
T hi s time ti, 
mined directly 
with very high 
8 :: 0.693 
ti f res 
or even the product tl. f res , may be deter-<3 . . 
by the use of electron tube indicators, even 
frequency oscillations. (See reference 13.) 
In bars o~ fixed geometry, faults of any kind in the ma-
terial combine to raise the damping, so that cavit'ies, ' cr'acks, 
and porosity are easily dete·rmined. In spot welds, . .large 
differences of geometry may exist, in addition to possible 
crack~ or porosity, and cast and wrought alloy, ~s well ~s 
pure aluminum cladding, are present simultaneously. The soft 
nugget. mat er ial tend s to incr ea s'e da-mpi ng' , .. and a change in 
nugget volume could not be dif.fe're·nt·iated in ' tests f:r:om the 
introduction of .cracking. Preliminaty test~ showea damping 
indications to depend upon too ~any ~eld prop~rties to ' serve 
as a .reliable in:dicat.or ' 01' ,.sp·ot-\.,eld' proper.t 'ies: Furt'he'r de-
velopment of the' J;D.etb.od wa~ postpo:ned while ' s·inipler ' test· 
methods were exploited. 
2. Wave-reflection tests Ci ).- It has been proposed that 
the area of bonding of spot welds might be measured by 
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supersonic waves, which would reflect from the faying surface 
of unbonded regions, but would pass through the faying sur-
face at t~e weld bond. For one-side test methods, the pres-
ence of bonding might be detected through (a) the frequency 
at which standing waves (half-wave resonance) could b~ estab-
lished between the oscillator and reflecting surface, or (b) 
the time required for a wave train to pa ss from the sender to 
the reflecting surface and return. (See fig. 30.) 
A fine development of supersonic testing equipment has 
been carried out by Professor F. A. Firestone of the 
University of Michi gan . His equipment produces th ree wave 
types - longitudinal, shear, and surface - and provides suit-
able detection and recording equipment. Using his Supersonic 
Reflectoscope , Professor Firestone has distinguished a spot 
which is welded from one which is not bonded as follows 
(quoted from a letter from Professor Firestone). 
"A vlave train of longitudinal waves is sent in at the 
upper face of the weld. The weld assembly is so thin that 
the first reflection from the other side of it cannot be dis-
tin gu ish e d, out the waves reverberate back and forth through 
the tnickness of the weld assembly while the total distance 
of their travel back and forth may be several inches. Their 
successive impingeme~t on the crystal generates a voltage 
which can be observe d on the reflectoscope screen several 
inche s after the se n ding out of the wave train. If, now, 
one holds his oil y finger against the bottom face of the 
weld, these successive reflections will be damped out, there -
b y proving that the waves are really passing through to the 
bottom face and that there is, therefore, a weld. 
"If there is no weld, a similar series of successive 
reflections is observed, but upon touching the oily finger 
to the bottom face of the weld there is no change in the ap-
pearance of the reflectogram, thereby prov ing that the waves 
are not entering the lower plate. Thus far, the method is 
not quantitative, but merely all or none. 
"One can imagine improve ments in the method as the re-
sult of research which would improve its usefulness . The 
above-mentioned tests were made with 5-megacycle longitudinal 
waves, but we have produced as high as 20 megacycles and we 
have also produced shear waves which travel half as fast as 
longitudinal waves so that this represents a factor of 8 re-
duction in wave length . With these shorter wave lengths it 
might be possible to actually explore over the surface of the 
weld and thereby determine the actual welded areas. This 
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. . 
woul~ be particul~rly feasible on .the heavier gages where the 
weld _ ~s compa~atively large. 
"One can imagine . sending comparatively powerful continu-
ous waves through the weld and have the back side coated with 
som~thing like paraffin whi c h would _' be melted in those areas 
where the wave energy was being received .· andwould thereby 
9utline the wel~ed area . 
. "We have.used longitudinal or . shear waves for the accu-
rate measurement . of the thi c knes~ of .s sheet when one side 
is inaccessible,using the general m~tHbd of establishing a 
half-wave resonance through ~he thibkness of ·the plate and 
then determining t~e frequency. This method might. be applied 
towel d t est i n g sin c e • i f the r e' i s no' _.;y, ~ 1 dun de r the are a 
being tested, the thickness thus indica~ed 'would be approxi-
mately that of one she.et, while if ·the ·weld exi st s the thick-
ness is approximately that of two she~t~. 
"We can also produce surface ~aves which run over the 
surface of a metal part in much the same way that water waves 
travel. Surface waves could be sent· along the lower face of 
the upp er plate and reflection obtained from the closest point 
in the weld, even though that might be in the cladding." 
Present indications are that detection of the area of 
bonding of a spot weld · at the faying surface might thus be 
feasible by supersonic testing, but the ability of supersonic 
tests to discriminate between cast-alloy bonding and alclad 
bonding has not yet been demonstrated: Likewise, there would 
probably be some difficulty in detecting weld nugget geometry 
by wave-reflection methods. Hence, for the insp ection of 
spot welds, supersonic-reflection test indications seem tq be 
limited to measurements of the total bonded area at the fay-
ing surface. The .two -s ide electrical test makes this measure-
ment with si mple testing equipment, and since this measure ment 
alone is not a reliable indication: ·e£· ·sp.ot-weld strength, no 
elaborate development of supers~nic t ·~s~ e~uipment has been 
included in this research program. 
3. Nu~~et oscillation tests .- Assuming an ideal homoge-
neous we ld nugget of flattened ~pheroidal 'shape, enclosed 
within a homogenous mass of harder, tempered parent metal 
with physical properties different from . those of the weld 
nugget, the frequency of natural ~scillations of the weld 
nugget may be calculated . It has. been proposed to excite 
such nugget oscillations by means of a quartz crystal coupled 
to the sheet surface, as by an oil drop, and after a fixed 
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excitation period, to use the same crystal as a detector to 
observe the damp ing of the free oscillation. Correl a tioni 
between natural frequency and nu gget size , and between damp-
ing an d ductility, cracking , and porosity have been predicted. 
This test has not seemed sufficiently feasible to justi-
fy development. Weld nuggets are of very irregular shape 
and have internal inhomogeneities and defects. Weld nugget-
volume does not measure weld strength precisely . The differ-
ence bet~~en nugget and parent metal properties is not suf-
fici~nt to provide an effective discontinuity to the flow of 
vibration energy. The natural frequency of nugget oscilla-
tions would be extremely high. Effects of adjacent material 
and sheet geometry might affect test indications excessively. 
Simpler test methods offer more promise. 
4. Ultra-sonic wav8--pattern test(¢).- -This test differs 
from those preViously outlined in the method of application 
of the energy source and in the method of pickup. A moder-
ately high ultrasonic frequency has been used {about 1 , 000,000 
vibrations per second) to obtain high resolving power by the 
sound waves. The sound is transmitted from an ultrasonic 
generator to the sheet surface below a spot weld by an anvil 
and the vibrations travel through the weld to the upper sheet 
surface. If oil or o the r liquids are pl~ced thereon, radial 
circles centered over the weld ~ill be observed. These are 
s tanding wave patterns the - confi gurations of wh ich may indi-
cate the bonded area of the weld~ By the subst it uti on of a 
material such as collodion for the i ndicating oil, a perma-
nent record of the weld has been obtained. The results so 
far obt a i ned on this test are not co nclusive -but th e method 
s how s promise and should receive further -consideration and 
investi gat i on . 
Advanta~es .- The ~eld geom~try probably -can be deter-
mined from this test, t~rough the analysis of the wave-
patterns produced. Obviously if little or no mechanical 
coupli ng exists between the upper and the lo we r s heet s at the 
weld, bondi~g at the faying plane is lacking and resulting 
patt erns diffe r from those d enot i ng _ satisfactory bonding 
conditions. 
Disf1-,--dvantM.~ of this test method are: (1) The equipment 
neces sary to prov ide the test is rather elaborate, and in-
cludss an oscillator capable of s upp lying about 1 kilofatt of 
radio-~requen cy power to the ultrasonic generator, which in 
turn has auxiliary equipment necessary for continuous opera-
tion . This auxili~ry equipment is somewhat compensated for 
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by the stable and reliable operation secured. (2) Training 
is required for one unskil l ed in this method of testing reli-
ably to interpret patterns in terms of weld quality. (3) 
Errors may result from possible dispersion effects and varia-
tion in treatment and/or composition of material to be exam-
ined. (4) The coupling anvil should be properly centered on 
the bottom indentation to secure uniform mechanical coupling, 
and anvil contours should f i t those of the weld indentation. 
F .. She.e.t-Surface and Haterial-Property Tests 
I1; has ·b.ee~ :,s.u.ggested · that spot-weld properties might be 
correl~~ed with conditions measured at or near the sheet sur-
face above the \veld. Properties included are: sheet surface-
~pd~ntation by . we~der electrodes , measurement of surface 
m~rks or condition, thickness of alclad layer, toughness, 
duc~~lity. , e·lasticity, impact resistance, scratch or tear re-
. sistan6e; an~ metallurgical structure at various depths from 
" th~ sheet . sur~ace at the weld. 
1. Welder-electrode indentation tests(¢). - Indentation 
of the surface of the alclad sheet oy the welder electrode is 
a function of electrode size and shape , weld current and tem-
perature transients, pressure program , and sheet properties. 
With reasonable control of current-wave shape and ~lectrode_ 
tip contour, and precise control of tim i ng and amplitude of 
the tip pressure, the sheet indentation will correlate well 
with weld-nugget size. The larger the volume of melted alloy, 
the greater the indentation caused by the tips, provided the 
pressure program is precisely controlled and sufficient hold-
down pressure is exerted to prevent expulsion of . m~t~l .at the 
faying plane. 
The sheet indentation may most easily be me~~ured through 
the use of a sensitive dial gage · graduated ' in '0 '''0001- inch 
un its, pro vi de d vT it has u ita b 1 e c 011 art 0 ' 'r e s.t . 0 nth e she e t 
surface just outside the indentation. ' EddY7~urr~nt or ~~ec­
trical-capacitance gages may be · emplo~ed, and ' provided w~th 
permanent record devices if desir~d. 
.. f I 
Inherent errors in this test method result from normal 
production conditions, to an extent sufficient to invalidate 
the test. Large changes in Electrode shape and contour pro-
duce correspondingly large changes in indentation, al~hough 
the effect of repeated tip cleaning in a few hours'run on 
one set of tips is not extensive. Changes in tip p'~essure, 
or in forge pressure time delay, ¢hange indentation "greatly. 
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Th~ , ,e,ase, with \.,rh,i.G.h tip .. pre ,~sure and contour may be changed 
i n pro d U,c t ion we 1 d ~ .n g, \v 0 U 1 d ' pre v e n t t his t est fro mat t a i n i n g 
reliability ,. 
As £~~trol , oj , w~lding 6onditions , improv~s, tip shape 
an,d, pres,sur ,e, pr,ogram , will b,e more precisely co,nt rolled, in 
which. case:: ~b, e, v,ali'il1.ty of ,t~e tip ihdentation , test .,rill im-
p:r ,0 v e . ( See ~ i g '. 31" 'f 0 r r ,e suI t s 6 fin den. tat ion mea sur e men t s 
on inclu'strially 'made welds .) 
2. S h,e, e t- sur fa c ,e pro per t y t est s . - Nom e a sur em e n t S 0 f 
physical properties' of the s h e'et-surface layers have shown 
anY'" corr,elatio,n w,itl1 \.,reld size or quality. Marking or thick-
ness of the , alcl~d l~yer has no significance whatever. ~he 
structure , and ni~tallurgical properties of t~e 24S-T alloy are 
vefy littl~ ~flec~ea except in the weld nugget and narrow 
a~j~cent regio~~ , where incipient melting along grain boun~a-
r 'ie 's , and i,nt'rU:~ion of eutectic occu'r. Only measurements of 
prope,T'ties in, ~~p.' adjacent to the ,\.,reld nugget correlate with 
wel'a: st 'rength and quality. , Supe'rficia1 surface tests measure 
nothing significant except when the weld nuggets penetrate to 
the s~e~~ ~urf~ce (excessive penetrati~n) . 
.. G. , I mpr ,e's 'sor or Penetrator TestS' 
• .~. • I. • 
Tn {h.e'se : .t~st , s,,~ loade,d penetra~or o"r group of pe'netra-
tor sis fo.rc, e~ ,i,1ft' o, ,the \.,relded ,sheet ' above 'andlor below' the 
spot weld to' su'ch ,a distance ,that proP'ert'ies ' and extent of 
the s,oftened c,ast ' alloy of the we,ld nu,gge,t, ' rather ' than of 
,the, te,mpe'r,ed p'arent metal, determ~ne: the depth "of penetration. 
A'ny ot'her " t ,Yl',e. 6.£, penetrator or har'dness t 'est has little sig-
nificance. It 'has been found that the ' tempere'd parent, metal 
is reasonably homogeneous except in a narrow zone adjacent to 
,th e ,w I?,l a, , J;l u g get .. "f,h ere i n ~ i pie n t m ~lt i n g and in t r u s ion 0 f 
e.utec,t 'ic ocicur q.long , g~ain boundaries" while on the ' other 
h'an'd t)l,e srit, i 're "volume of the ,.,reId !iugg~t has been ' very ap-
.. :precia"'olY , !30~te, I?:ed. " Hence 'penetrator te,sts measure " ~~i,d:- ' 
.. nugget , geoll)etr'y: By ' profiling the\veld regi,qn ' with '" sui:table 
penetrat' or s, ; t 'he ' shape of the ' 1,f'eld nugget can " be ', mapp'ed '\ . 
quite accurately. ' ~"" 
" ,A). t4 9~~~ ' p~ op er ly appi i ed. : p enet ra t.or' ': test s ', can ; mea sur e 
, we;t;d,- riugget g~6irietty ireliably , it ' must "1)e noted thcit" Hteasure-
' lI)ents fr6m :, t'he ~; 6ute r ' surface of ' the " weldeq. 'Sheet , measure ,' .Q..Q1x 
" the ~~o~et~y ' ~f , the 9ut~~ ~6q~da~y ' of the ! riu~i~t : I~ ~ th~ sheet 
un de r ' 1:; e i; t . .. ~ hen a t u r e ' 0 f ' t h ~ bon d at ' t 1j. e f ~ Y i il g ': !? u r fa c e • 
, p~rticul9-~lY-"wJ:1;re excesSiVe~~(;l<7~ , inciusi~ns exist 'i is not 
I 
: . ~ . 
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,m'easured in thi's test' . The ' geol)letry of the nugget 
p:osite ' sheet is not 'dete'l' rid, ned 'by penetrator test,s 






Inherent errors in penetrator tests result from (1) in-
homogena~ties in the com~osition and heat treatment of the 
parent sheet, (2) var 'iations in "the ,thickness of the cladding 
layer of pure alumi 'num . (3) insensitiveness ,with weld nuggets 
of low p enetration because of the thick layer of parent metal 
through \'1hich the penetration test must measure nugget geom-
etry. 
Advantages of properly conducted penetrator tests are: 
( 1) The met hod i s f e a sib 1 e for e i the ron e-- 0 r t w 0- sid e t est in g; 
(2) The test actually measures nugget geometry (nugget diam-
eter is the single weld parameter which correlates reliably 
wi t h the s tat i c she a r s t r eng t h ' 0 f s pot weI d s ) j. ( 3) I n d i cat ion s 
are ' nearly instantaneous. ' 
Disadvantages 'of penetrator tests are : (1) The test be-
comes insensitive \'1ith thin nuggetsj (2) Oonditions at the fay-
ing plane are not measur~A. 
1. One-side, one-p oint penetrator test¢.- In this test, 
a single penetrator is forced into the sheet surface above 
the center of a spot weld, in a manner similar to ordinary 
hardness testing, but applied in this case to a nonhomog~ne­
ous structure. The change , in penetration betwe~n the appli-
cation o'f 'a pr~';:'l"Oad (sufficient to force the penetrator 
through ' local surface regions) and application 6f full load 
(sufficient to force the penet rator iQ~o ~regiori where the 
weld nugget affects penetration) is mea$ured by , a sensitive 
dial gage. The one-point measurement t~~d$ to ~easure nugget 
penetration at the center of the weld. , ( See 'fig. 32 .) , Nug-
get penetr~tion is i nd irectly correlated with , n~gget volume 
and diameter, for welds made with similar electrodes under 
similar weld~ng , conditions. Henc~ the on~-pqi~t_ penetrator 
test predicis ' ~eid strength only through a , c~ai~ of -correla-
tions wi~h weld-nu~g~~ diameter. '-
, , 
Precaution~ ' to ' ~e ' observed in applying the one~point 
p~netrator ' test are: (1) 'The 'penetrator mupt , be v~ r y carofully 
16cate~ over ' th~ center oft~e weld nugget; r (2) The shape 
and size of the penetrator must be fixed and constant; ~3) 
The conditions of loading must be controlled accurately~ (4) 
Tests must be made on welds all of which have been made with 
ide~tical welder tip ~ize an~ ' contour, a~d on the side of the 
sheet which was in contact with a particular electrode tip. 
" , 
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Inherent errors of t 'his method include: (1) .errors due 
to the lack of a reli ab le correlation between nugget diameter 
and nugget thickness , (2) errors due to unsymmetrically 
shaped nuggets or nuggets the centers of which are displaced 
from the faying plane, (3) errors due to inaccurate posi-
tioning. 
Advantages of this method have been listed under pene-
trator tests . Standard hardness-testing ma chines may be used 
if desired. This test requires access ~o only one side of 
the work. 
Dis a d van tag e s 0 f t his t e.s t ar e : (1) its reI at i v e un r e -
liability, due to its ind:ire ct ' correlatiQn: with weld-nugget 
~iameter, and (2) its 'inherent errors. 
Typical results of one-side, one-point, penetrato r tests 
made on industriall;}' IT.ade spot ,.relds wi,th a ,Rockwell Standard 
Hardness Testing machine as penetrator are shown in figure 33. 
2. Siffiultaneous tw'o- side~ne-point penetrator tests.-
This test method differs from the one -side, one-point test 
only in that simultaneous penetration tests from both sheet 
surfaces are made on the weld. This test has the slight ad-
vantage of checking symmetry ~ith respect to the faying plane, 
and of detecting welds ~ith nearly all the weld nugget on one 
side only of the raying plane . However, i,t requires access 
to both sides of th~ ' wo r k . 
:3. J'enetrato'r, prof i l e tests¢.- The penetrator. -pro'file 
test is the ~ost reii~ble method of determining weld-~ugget 
diameter, ~ha~e ' ; and penetration . In this test a suitably 
loaded peneirator cgrries out a succession of measurements 
over th~ s~eet surface and/or below the spot weld . The shape 
of the ' nugget along any ! section can be determined by penetra-
to~ proflie measurements along a line over that section. 
(See fig. 34 for characteristic penetrator profiles of spot 
welds in O.064-inch 24S-T alclad sheet.) Increased sensitiv-
ity to weld-nugget geometry is obtained with,p~petrato~ ' pro-
file tests as sheet thickness is decreased. " F~om ' penetrator-
" prof tIe measurements , nugget size, shap~, and ~~ip~ness can 
, b' e d e t e r 1)1 i ned . Ins tea d 0 f a sue c e s s i on 0 f poi, n tp 'en,e t r at i on 
me~surements , a continuous profile by a rollin~ sphe~i 6r 
~heel following a linear or spiral path may be used. Simul-
tan~ous two~side peri@t~ation profi~e , testing is feasible 
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. .. ,':, 
spa'c~{d~ 'stlff,iciently far apart to be independent of effects of 
-p):.:e :c s 'd i ~n g .p e net rat ion s . ( 2) Roll i n g pro f i 1 e unit s m u s t b e 
~~r~ ~rigidly mounted to avoid deflection due to the large 
forc.es ."required to move them over the ,,,ork. (3) Resultant 
gro'oves must not cause a IInotch effect ll to weaken the "elded 
joint. (4) Sensitive measurements 10ith respect to the sheet 
a~rf a ce, a ccurate to nearly 1/10000 inch, are required. 
' . , 
'~Advantages of penetrator ~ rofile measurements lie in 
their c o~ple~ e mapping of weld-nu gg et g eometry. 
Disadvantages of penetrator profile measurements lie in 
~ '~1) t he c omp l e xity and accuracy reauired in suitable testing 
a pparatus, (2) the time require'd for testing , (3) possible 
weak e nin g of the joint by grooves . 
4. Hulti p..Q.inir ()r ri!1g- penetrator tests¢.- These tests 
are desi gned to obtain the signi!icant informatio n of the 
profil e tests, with simp ler equipment. A direct measurement 
of nug g et diameter is made by a suitable ring impressor or 
circle of point p enetrators capable of determining whether or 
not the nug get lies under the circle of penetrators. (See 
figs. 38 to 46.) If the nu g~et is smaller than the penetrator 
circle, or has excessively low penetration (20 percent), the 
penetrators i ndicate only parent metal ,to be present. If the 
nugget diameter approaches and passes that of the ring, pene-
trator i ndica t ions detect t h is change sensitively. All nug-
gets of diameter much greater than the ring diameter, are re-
corded as large nuggets. For any sheet thickness, the range 
of very high test sensitivity can be matched to any chosen 
weld-nug get &iameter by selection of the appropriate penetra-
tor-ri ng diameter. One-side or simultaneous two-side testing 
is feasible. The accuracy of measurem~nt of weld-nugget diam-
eter and of weld strength is nearly identical with the accu-
racy with which weid strength and diameter can be correlated 
to the diameter obs e rved by destructively sectioning the weld 
nugget. (See fig. 45.) 
Precautions to be observ~d 1n applying ring-penetrator 
tests inciude~-(l) The p enetrator' assembly must" ,be accurately 
centered over th~ weld nugget. (The fact that the nug g et 
does not alway s lie direc t ly u nder ' the indentation "dimple" 
on t h e s h eet surface i ntroduces the largest error in this 
meas u rement.) ' (2) 'r he . size, shape , and arrangement of pene-
trators m,u st remain. c'on stant . (3) Effects of variations in 
she e t I t e :np er ,' '~iJ.u·st ':' 1)e co npe n sa,t ed,' 
• .: ". r '. ' 
In h erent e rrors are (1) an error of increasing magnitude 
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with decreasing nugget penetratio~. due to decreasi ng test 
se nsitivity . With less than 20 percent nugget pen etration, 
t :6 st · i n d i cat e s no. pu g,g, e t . ' ( Howe v e r . a 1 cIa din c 1 us i on s are 
usually excessive , and ' l'lel d qua lit 'y 'is 'very unreliable Nith 
, such thin nugget~s, y',hieh are usually of irreg1l1ar or "d ough-
nut" shape.) (a) "Errors due to u~usual variations in the 
te mpe r of ~arent me tal. 
~. - . . . 
!~a~~~ge~ of , the r~ng- pen etrator te st include (1) the 
reliabilit y and ~6cura~y with rhich nugget diameter is meas-
ured, (a ) the simpljcity of testing and indica t ing equipment, 
and (3) the dire c t " in'stantaneous i ndicat i on s of nugget si~e. 
Disadvantages ,of this test i nclude (1) its i nherent er-
rors, (2 ) its ,fa" ilur e to measure conditions at the fayi ng 
plane, s,u ch a s ext-e',nt of alclad bo~ding . , Details of the de -
vel 0 p men t 0 f e qu'i p men tan c. the res 1.1 1 t s 0 ' f r i n g_ pen e t r at 0 r 
tests on a l a rge number of indu strially made spot welds are 
given in appendii _A of this report . 
H. X-Ray Test s 
• 
In the se q~sts ,t he \.,relded sheet is e~posed to low volt- • 
age X-rays or Grent z rays (10 kvp to 50 £ vp) . Fine_ grain 
r adiographic fi l m is p laced close to the opposite s ide of 
the sheet (fii. 35) or a fluroscopic screen might be used for 
visual i nspe ctio ~ . Sma ll differences in image density may be 
obtained under i~eal exposure co nd itions. The longe r the 
wave length of, the X-r ays , the greater the, difference in den-
sity ot , var~ous ,iegions of the ima ge (reference 9) and the 
e;reater th~ , ex'pq.:sure required. 
Resui{~~t iadiographs are co mnlex and ,,~ust be inter-
preted c~refull y . It is probable t ha t under optimum c ondi-
tions , ra~iogr aph s will sh ow (a) weld cracking and porosity, 
(b) nugg ,et diameter , (c) area of alclad' , eonding , (d) spitting, 
flashing, ,an9-_,Slxpulsion of metal at the ,' fa y ing plane. It is 
impr o~ab le' ~hat radiographs will sho ... the extent of alclad 
i nclusion into the nugget or the nature or extent of the co -
rona bond~ng ~t the faying plane . 
Tests ,of ,~equipment built b ;T the Ge'he,:r:.a:l Electric X-R ay 
Corporation ~~d t r ied at the Glenn L . Ma~tin Company in 
:3 a 1 't i ,m 0 r e , .. lJi ~ ." a s \\1' e II a s res ear c h a "v' t h,e' T a y lor Wi n fie 1 d 
Company (referen c e 4) of Warr e n , Ohio , an d , the Aluminum 
Comp any 9f America (refere n ce 6) ,at New Kensington , Pen na., 
i ndicate ' that the radio graphic i nspe cti on of . spot welds on 
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fine-g"rain film" is probably feasible. Host radiographers do 
not b~li~ve fluoroscopic inspection of spot welds to be fea-
sible because fluoroscopic screens in use today have a grain 
size some 10,000 times larger than fine-grain X-ray film, 
and because image intensity differences are small. Ioniza-
"tion gage inspection is likewise considered very difficult 
because of the complexity of spot-weld images. 
1. " Weld.-outline test (reference 14).- In this test, a 
fluid containing radiographically opaque materials is caused 
to penet~ate between the welded sheets at the faying plane. 
The penetrating qualities of the fluid cause it to cover the 
faying plane up to the very boundaries of the bonded zone at 
each weld. If the joint is now exposed to X-rays, while the 
image is recorded on X-ray film or viewed on a fluoroscopic 
screen, the we lds appear as regions relatively transparent to 
X-rays surrounded by much more opaque areas. The outline of 
the actual total bonded area of each weld is thus detected 
readily. 
Precautions to be observed in applying this test are: 
(1) The fluid carrying the radiographically opaque materials 
must not damage or corrode the aluminum sheet, "nor should the 
joint be spread in order " to intDoduce the fluid;", ":(2) Reason-
ably constant radiographic density should be 6~t"ai~ed outside 
the weld region; (3) The fluid must penetrate : to the bound-
ary of the bonded area of the weld, "an d " ~nto any interstices 
between bonded areas. -  
Inherent errors may r e sult if the fluid fails to pene-
trate to the boundary of the bQnded area at all points. The 
contribution of the corona bonding to weld strength is not 
necessarily meas~red. 
Advantages of the method are: (1) The total area of bond-
ing can be measured reliablYi (2) Exposure conditions need 
not be precisely controlled; (3) Special fine_grain films are 
not necessary; (4) X-rays from standard industrial equipment 
(30 kvp to 150 kvp) may be applied. 
Disadvantages of the method are: (1) The inherent error 
listed; (2) The addit ional operations of flowing in the fluid 
before exposur e and of cleaning the sheet after exposure; (3) 
~he added cost "of film and delay ' of "developing film, requir-
ing identification of : welds; (4) i ; p~ ssible hazard to inspec-
- tors if fluoroscopi6 visu~l ih~~ection i~ employed, without 
""adequate predauti"ons ; :(5) "Relat"i~ely " ela:bo"rate equipment ~~d 
skilled op"e'rat'ors 'are "" reqtiired.liio "exnerimental"test' s 'of 
this method were made in this research. 
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. 2 • . Radi og,r.aph.i c . t e S.t 8- ' ~ .r .efer eJ;lce:s 4'" 6, .8, :'9, :. and 10) ¢ . -
In these te~ts, · ·the welds ate ~ subj~ct~d to car~fully con-
~rolled low .voltage X-rays and' the ~eld . 1mage is r~corded on 
fine-grain photographic film · placed · behind · the welded joint. 
The:X-ray voltage- ~houl~ be stabilized to ±i/4 kv., a~a : 
should be as . low as . feasible, ~ for~de~~ate·radiog~a~hic eon~ 
trast. (T,,,elve · kv.: ·.X,..rays produce appr.ecia-bly grea'ter con- ·· 
trast than forty kv X-rays, reference 9.) The effective 
focal area, pf the tube should:.· be · small in ctlrnp:arison with 
~he target film : di.stance. · An effective · focal ~r~a l ' ~ilii~ 1 
m~ter square with a 36-inch . target to film ~ distance has giv~n 
acceptable definition with standard industrial ' X~ray equip-
ment. (See ref~rence 6 '.) The film should' havE fine grain 
(Eastman .Type M and ' Agfa Superay E have "been u~id success-
fully.), be ·wrapped onlY ' in photographic paper ~ith 1/16-:inch. 
lead backing behind the film; and be placed : clo~e ·to the weld. 
Two or three layers ' of X-ray .' film can be ris~d without appre~ 
ciablc loss in definition. :, '.. . , 
Exposure conditions must be precisely controlled to ob-
tain optimum contrast : and d~finition. 
. \ 
Precautio~s · to be observed include: (1) The film · must be 
wrappod only .in thiti ' paper opaque t6 light 'but transparerit to 
X-raY$ Of low yolt. age~ . (2.) ' Exposure conditions · and :film pro"'-
ceasing sh,u~d be preeisely : cuntrolled~ (3)P~rsonnel sho~ld 
be protected from X-rays. -
Inherent errors ' include: (l) -Rrror .s r~S'(lltiI:i.g from ina-
bility of method to discriminate extent of ' ale1ad inclus{6~ ~ 
into the weld nugget. Such inclusion occurs frequ~ntly with 
thin, small weld nuggets, and lowers weld strength ~pprecia~ 
bly; (2) Errors resulting from lack of definition in radio-
.graphic images of spot \<lelds rith 'thin \"e1d nuggets~ (3) 
Errors in interpretation of spot~weld radiographic 'images '. 
. , 
Advantages of the test include~(l) Cr~eking, por6siti, 
nugget diameter, and total bonded aiea ar~ 'indi~ited, ueder ~ 
optimu:n exposure conditions; (2) The weld is not damaged by 
the 'test.; (3).:The 1,,~ld nee'd not be l ·o.cated precisely; . (4) 
Bermane'nt recor.d'S are obtains'd..:· -
. , Disadvantages inc'lude: (1) 'The test require' s access · to 
~oth . aides ' of : ~he weld~ (2) Lo~g ~ exposures (4 td "30 min) are 
required vTith.: st:·an·dard radio.grap'hic equipment; (3) JHini must 
b-e us:ed, .. i :n;v;o,lving 'a'dded cost.; (4) nelay ~o lf ·developing. ta;kes 
time,. ~equiT~·s.'~'iiLen~t,ificati ·on .crf ,,,elds' ; .(-5:) lfel.a:tively 
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elaborate equipment and skilled operators are require~; (6) 
Careful int erpretation of radiographs is required. 
3. Fluoroscopic-inspe~tion methods¢~- In t~ese tests, 
. the welds are subjected to carefully con trolled X-rays and 
tho _resultant images are viewed by means of a fine-grain flu-
oroscopic screen placed close to the welded sheet. Under 
optimum conditions, images similar to those obtained with 
fine grain film might be expected. 
Hd\l1ever, available fluoroscopic screens are far too 
coarse-grained to obtain definition adequate for spot-weld 
ins~ection. Also t~e contrast between regions of the spot 
weld is too low for easy fluoroscopic inspedtion. The method 
has yet to ' be proved feasible. 
Precautions are: (1) The inspector ' must be protected 
from excessive X-ray exposure; (2) To obtain reliable results 
careful "dark adaptati on" of the eyes (30 min in a co mp letely 
darkened room) is required before inspection beginsi (3) Lack 
of sensitivity or failure to indicate faults should not be 
taken as proof of weld quality. 
Advantages of the meth od include: (1) No film is re-
quired;, so inspection cost is 10\>';,' (2) Resul ts of inspection 
are available immediately; so no marking or identification 
of welds is needed} (3) Welds need not be located accurately 
for testing. 
Disadvanta;;8s include: (1) A completely darkened room 
is needed for viewing the fluoroscopic screen~ (2) Inspectors 
have time delays because of fatigue and time needed for dark 
,adaptati'on; (3) Access is required to both sides of the weld, 
(4) special equipment is required for the protection of per-
sonnel and support of specimen. 
No fluoroscopic testing has been included in this re-
search. 
4. I~nization_gage method*.- In this test, X-rays pass 
from the source through the welde d sheets into a suitable 
ionization gage , which measures t~e quantity of X-rays pass-
ing through the sheets at the weld. (See fig. 36.) The 
gage may mak~ eithe~ an over-all measu~ement. or profile the 
*This metho d is now under investigation by other re-
search investigators. 
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weld'region to .. dbtain fine detail 'o i ', the X-ray- image of the 
weld. To,avoid ~ 18ngthy exposures exceedin gly sensit1ve ioni -
zation gage s are required. particularly for profiling the 
wcld. 
,Inherent errors include: (1) <Er rors: due to failure , t.o 
observe fine detail'of weld i-n the over - all test~ (2) Ross:l.-
ble effects of cr a cks and ,porQsity; , (3) Errors : due to mis- , 
aline nen t of the actual weld ~ nugget , an~,the ionization gage} 
(4) Errors due to excessive sheet indent~tion and other geo-
metric factorEl . 
. .. c 
Aclvantae;es include: (1) Response i 'p' 'immediate. making 
marking or identifi~ation of weids unne~~s~a~y; '(2) Indica-
tions are i ndepenc.. ent of operator and c:o~ ld , be auto mati c in 
oper ation . 
D~sadvanta~ inclucle : (1) Access 'i 's " requ ired to both , 
sides of the \1jeld;. (2) Careful locating ,of the weld is re-, 
quired;" (3) Cra c king or excessive f'heet ,ind,entation may in-
troduce err or;,eou s indicatio n . " 
, " 
... . 
~\fo d,eve1..2lU!!.,@"nt of ionizatio n gage-testing equipment has 
been includ ed in ttis research . 
I . , r~ec'hanical- Proof Test s. 
I n me c ~ ani c a 1- proof t est s. the s po t \., e 1 dis loa d edt 0 a 
pr ~determin ed fractiorr ' of , accep~a~le ' strengt~ , in shear or 
fansion by a suit'able .mechanical testing '~O:Q1" •. ,1'fith ' welds 
in e::ter:ded sheets . it' is v ery difficu·1:t to lQl,ld individua,l 
' sp ots in e~ ea r without excessive steet dtsto~tiqn. As a re-
sul b , moa t ~e0ha~i cal ~ proof tests are ' de~~gne~ to load the 
spot weld, in tension . However , it must be ,re-qogn,ized that 
tension strength is not necessarily proportional to t~e shear 
str ength of t~e .a ld. Hence these , tests are indicative of. 
but do not measu r e s hea r strength . They do d':l:s ;c'riminate be-
t,.,een "st u c k " \·;elcls and welds of acceptable strength. 
The g r eate st disadvanta ge of mechanica~~roo~ £ests is 
the PQ3sibility that " t he proof load might dama e , the Wel~. 
Thi s ne o d oot necessarily occu r - in fact , it is prpbabl~ 
that spot wel~s,which , were damag e ~ by proof loa4in~ t9 , a ,; 
fraction of minimum acceptable stren gth would not bo ' s~ita­
b 1 e for , u 's e in ai. r era ft. ' E xp e r i en c e wit h s tat '1' c . she a r pu 11 
t 'e s't s o 'nthous'a'nd~ ' of ' spot w'e lds fails to sho1l!. any.: damaee 
resulting fro n partial loadi ng , in we lds of ~ccept~bl B, 
strength and quality. 
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The ~dvantage of proof tests lies in their complete re-
liability, when the load can be properly applied to an indi-
vidual spot. 
~. Pry-test,methods.- Following the method of the in-
spector who p ries the sheets apart near the spot welds to 
detect weak welds, calibrat e d prying tools designed to exert 
known loads ha ve been developed. Regardless of the force 
exerted by the op~rator, clutch or spring devices prevent 
the force a~pl i e d to the weld from exceed~ng a certain maxi-
mum. Hence kn own proof loads may be applied without damage 
to good welds. The method has a direct· appeal to the inspec-
tor because it follows proved inspection procedure with addi-
tional accura cy. 
A precaution to be obs~ r ved in applying pry tools is 
that the tool must be properly applied, and applied only to . 
joints and sh eet thicknesses for which it has been desi~n~d 
and adjusted, to avoid damage to the weld s or structure. 
., 
r nh ere n t err a I' sin c 1 u de: (1) E· r r 0 r s res u 1 tin g fro m the:. 
presence of other welds very close to the weld under tes~, 
if the load is distributed to these other welds; (2) Errors 
due to variable sheet stiffness . 
Advantages of pry-testing tools are: (1) Measurements 
are simple and direct; (2) T·he load is appl~ed to weld at 
faying plane, 'rather than throu gh sheet. 
Disadva~tages of' pry-testing tools are: (1) The s 'heets 
are separated and may be distorted by the test; (2) Vlelds 
are difficult to reach through large overlap; ·(3) Sheet sur-
face is scratched. at faying .surface;, (4) Ramage to the weld 
may result from careless use . ' .. 
No very . Rractical , form~ of pry-testing tools have been 
developed ~n this 'research , althou~h preliminary designs for 
such tools have been proposed. 
2. Adhesive- bond tests¢ . ...: In , thi~ t~£t, suitable. small 
pl?-t ,es , are bonded to the outer s h eet ' s u rface· abo~e the \..,eid, 
, and/or ' to . th? o~PQsite sheet surface, u si~g recent ly d~vkl-
; oped TIetal~to-meta l adhe sive~ applied ,under heat , and pressure. 
A typic~l' ,adhe~ive . (furnish~d bT ' B~B ~he~ical ~ompany, , 
.Cambrfd€e, Mas~ .~ applied in these tests consi stently de~el­
oped'more than 2500 p'si shear: 'strength and 2000 psi .teps.ile 
stre~ffith iri ~ond~ betw~en alclad ~heets. It is appl~ed, 'with 
.. a, .l?rush .and. 'a1.101,.."ed t 0_. dry 'in air for an hour" The:q heat 
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and pressure are applied 5 to 10 minutes to cure the bond. 
(See fig. 37A . ) Suitable loading tools then lift the bonded 
plates f~.om the steet;, ;J.of,Lding tp..e . individual spot in tension. 
(See fig. 37B.) Weak we~ds .. fail up4er the chosen proof load. 
Acceptabie welds aie not damaged and the sheet is not dis-
torted by th is test . 
. . 1 .. . ,. _ 
. Precautions to. : be o~served in applyin~ these tests in-
clucte: (1) r:.the She€!t. ,i s1J,rface must be ' prope rly cleaned and the 
adhesive bond must 1?e· Ill~de, ca.refully;, (2) The load. must be 
applied normal to th~ · sheet . surface so as to avoid progres-
sive, failure of tpe , ~dhesive bond;; (3) Th e applied load 
should ~n ot - exceed . t~e c~cs e n proof load.. 
, < L i L1 ita t ion sin , the. ap p lie a t ion 0 f the met:r.. 0 d ar e : ( 1 ) 
I tis not a p p 1 i cab 1 e t 0 tve 1 Cl s bet 're en t \'10 ri g ids e c t ion s t a s 
the load would be d.istributed to several welds; (2) It may 
be.app~ied to thin ; sheets welded to stiffeners, by loading 
fr6m 6nly one side, or to sheet-to-sheet welds with loading 
frci~ . abov~ and be10~ t~e, 1e1d . 
. ."' • j, • 
. . 
Advanta .-; es of the met~od ' a re: (1) The sheet is 
torted. a nd ~ood wel~s are not damaged by the test; 
reQt, rel~abl~.mea~urements are obtained. 
not dis-
(2) Di-
j .... :. '.! r. .. 
Disadvan~..§.~ of the method are: (1) T,ests on individual 
welds involve ex cessive time delay , although large numbers of 
welds ma~ pe tested relatively quickly. (2) Eeat in g and pres-
sure" ~quipmenrmu,. st "ge used to make t,he .bond, and heat is 
needed to weaken t~e ,adhesive bond after testing, to remove 
the test plate. 
Figure : ~?~ ~ ~~ow~ a suitable loading tooL 
. rt.·· . 
'. ~~ ~~o6t~~~~ti~g at welder¢.- It has been proposed that 
proof-testing be carried out at the welder directly after 
eagh "e:l;d :is mad~; ' So t ha t defe ctiv e welds c an be detected 
immedtately '] aqd · re?laced. S~ch testing might be made an in-
tegral pari of the welding operation, automatically applied 
as the head of the welde r rises so as to entail negligible 
los s 0 f t· i me· . , 5 pee i a 1 ,c 1 a ill p -' tools. :P 0 .s sib 1 y 0 per ate d by the 
"re1d~r. air ~upply'; _,,/ould oe necessar:,- to hold the , sheet' '111').d 
loa~ , the feld~ On.long continuous joints, these clamp~ might 
als0 serve : po :mo.v.e, ,and position ·the sheet for \velding . ... ']he 
device would load ·th6 feld only to a fixed ' proof load, and 
release ~ the , sheet hen this load was attained, tQ av6id e~­
cessive ' ~he$t distortion. Eol~down devices might be needed 
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to avoid'loading adjacent welds. Care would be exercised to 
avoid excessive sheet separation because of the clamps in-
serted at the faying plane. Cold rolling subsequent to weld-
ing might be necessary to reduce sheet separation to a mini-
mum. 
Precautions include: (1) Care to avoid damage to the 
weld through excessive proof loading. 
Advantages are : (1) Proof testing can be carried out on 
all welds; (2) Defective welds can be detected and rewelded 
·with negligible lost time; (3) The test would be reliable 
and conclusive. 
Disadvantages are: (1) Proof loads might damage the 
welds; (2) Sheet separation and distortion might result; 
(3) The time required for welding might be increased; ' 
(4) The flexibility of the welder might be reduced; (5) New 
fi~tures might be required for special shapes of structure 
to be "relded. 
No development of this type of equipment has been in-
cluded in this r e search . 
J. Further Development and Application of the Most 
Effective Test Methods 
Investi ga tions of the test methods just described re-
vealed t ha t three .. test methods - the two- side direct-. curren~ 
test, t h e ri ng- p enetra t or test, and spot-weld , radiography -
were effecti ve tests o f spot-weld quality. Intensive devel-
opments o f the two-si d r3 direc1;-current test and .1;he .ring-
penetrator tes t resu l ~cd in the design and construction of 
Spot-Weld Test i n g Xachl n e No. I, which is described in appen-
dix I. A si multane ou s investigation of spot-weld radiography 
(not inclu d ed in the s p onsored research) revealed tha-t. radiog-
raphy off ere d eS:g e cial advantages -and r e liability as a spot-
weld test. 
CONCLUSIO NS 
The most iro mising nondestructive method of testing spot · 
welds is radio grap hy. With t h is ' method, it is not necessary 
to loc a te the weld .nugget accurately in order to measure its 
diameter, or to dete.ct t he presence Qf cracks. porosity, and 
spitting . 
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The ' most reli~ble nonradiographic test is the ring-pene-
trator or prof ile- penetrator test, which can measure we ld-
nugget diameter reliably under normal conditions of production 
we ldi ng . It does not measure the nat~re or extent of crack-
i ng , porosity , and spitting, except insofar as th es e defects 
change the penetrat i on of the loaded test penetrator. 
The ring electrode two-side direct -current test measures 
the .bonded area at the faying p~ane of the spot ~eld , but 
does not discrimina~e between nugget and a lc a ld corona b ond-
ing. In conjunction with the ri ng- ~enet r ator test , it pro-
vides a good measure of the st'reng th of pro ducti on spot we l d s. 
Neithe r the electrical nor the penet rat or t est is capa-
b le of determining the extent of the alclad inclusion in to 
the weld nu~get at the faying p l ane , or the decrease in weld 
strength resulting from ' this cause. 
For the measure ment of extent of· crackin g and porosity 
without ' the use of X-r ays the eddy- c ur r ent test offers the 
a dvantages of a direct and reliable measurement subject to 
some error du~ to i ndentatipns of the sheet $urface . 
Welding Research , . 
Californi a Institute ' of Te6hnology , 
Pas~de~a, Calif., Nq~ ember 1943 4 
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" S,OUR CE S, OF PROPOSED TE ST METHODS 
( a) T \" cr Sid e D ire c t':" Cur r en t T est . - A for m 0 f t est s i mil ar 
to the two-side direct-current test was developed by An~rew 
and Perillo for the Glenn Martin Aircraft Odmpany ' of Baltimore. 
Md. (~efer to Mr. Paul Merriman for details.) 
(b) One-Side Direct-Current Test.- A preliminary form of 
this test~;;-d-;;-;-iop'ed 'in tl-.. e 'Ele ctrical Research Secti' on of 
the Lock~eed AirClaft Corporation, Burbank, Calif. 
(Refer to Mr . Fred Bowden for details.) 
(0) Lap-Joi~t J..nd.'.l ction.Test.- A test which may be' simi-
lar to the IbP-j~int induction test was deve16ped by Mr. 
Norman Bonn , of Philadelphia, Pa. 
(cl) Pick-.U~Qoil E_Cicy:-CurrellLTest.- Developed in the 
Naval Research Laboratory anQ reported by Ross Gunn in ~An 
Eddy-Curr e nt Method of Flaw Detection in Non~Magn~tic Materiali 
in the Journal of Appl i6d ~e9hanics , March 1941~ 
(e) §,Q.ot=-iielCi. ~ddy Te s t inK-lTni...i..- Dev~loped in the Naval 
Rese ar cc Laboratory and reported in a progress report, July 
1942. 
{f) ,Lockh ee d Edd;T- Current Test Unit .. - Developed in the 
Electric al Researc~ Sect io n of the Lockhe~a Aircraft Corpora-
tion by Dr. Philip Carlson. 
( g) Ji e I?- t-_B..~~.£ ~y 0 i r _ T ~ ~_~ T '8 s·t . - De vel 0 p e d by the 
General El ectric Comp~ny , Schenectady, New York. and tested in 
the Lockhee& Aircraf t Uorporation Research Laboratory, 
Burbank , Calif. 
(h) Vibration Dam.lling Test.- Hethod is discussed in 
Modulus of Elasticity and Damping in Relation to the State of 
the Material, by F . Forster and W. Kost~r" ~n Journal of the 
Insti tution of ~lect ric a l ~ngin e~ ~~, London, B.I., vol. 84, 
J an .-June 1939, pp. 558-564. 
(i) Wave-Reflection Test . - Proposed by Professor F. A. 
~irestone of the Un iversit y of Michigan, in conne ction with 
the Supe rso ni c Rofle ct oscope . 
(j) Weld-Outline Test.- Mllo. Natalie Godalsky in a 
paper furni she'd bYS'ciaky·- Br other s, Chi ca g o, Ill. 
}IT OT E : Pro p 0 sed t est ill e tho d si d en t i fie d b;t" the s i g n , ¢ we r e 
independently proposed and developed by the Welding Research 
Group of the California Institute of Technology. 
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APPENDIX A 
; DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTIOl-T OF SP(lT-WE1D TESTING MACHINE No.1 
A. Description of Machine 
" 
Spot-Weld Testing Machine No. l ' is a laboratory device 
designed to test the p~inciples of the penctrator and elec-
trical nondestructive tests. It has not been designed to 
take extensive structures, Dut will handle standard shear 
test panels with spot-w~lded lap joints. Compact construc-
tion was used to avoid excessive deflections of the frame of 
the machine under loading. Th~ machine combines two t 'est op-
erations in one sequence: namely, two-side ring-penetrator 
tests of the nugget diameter, and two-side electrical tests 
of the total area of bonding. Figure 38 shows the entire 
machine. 
For the ring-penetrator test, a hydraulic ja~k (A) ap-
plies loads measured by wei ghing block (B) and indicate~ on 
dial gage (0) to the moving pressure cylinder (D) which slides 
in an accurately machined cylindrical guide (E) supported by 
the frame of the machine (F). The ball penetrators (G) are 
carried on removable anvil inserts (H} ' heLd by a set scr~w in 
a socket in the anvil (I), and are carefully alined tin ' the 
axis of the moving cylinder. ' Similar pehetrators (J) are car-
ried on the anvil insert (K) in the upper anvil (1). This 
anvil is set into the top plate (M) which is securely fastened 
to, but electrically insulated from, the frame (F) . . Th~~e 
upper penetrators are carefully alined with ~h& ' iower pene-
trator balls on the moving cylinder. Probes (N) slide freely 
in the anvils, and have replaceable contact tips (0) which 
pas s t h r 0 ugh sma 11 ' hoI e sin the a n v iIi n s e r t <s {Ie). The he ads 
of these probes are in contact with sensitive dial gages (p) 
and (Q) f~stene~ firmly by po~ts to the top p~ate (~) and the 
piston cap (R)", re .sp·ectively. These gages measure .' the' pene-
tration of the penetrator balls under loadihg.- . In operation, 
the spot~weided panel 'is inser~e~ 'betwe~~ the head. and the 
moving cylind~r and ~he ' spo~ w~id is . careful~y centered under 
the pen'etr~t6r a ·ssembly ... · L-"o:ad·s ~r'-e: 'applied as desired . 
. ' ~ .' .. ~. :" . '. ", ." . . 
For the t~'o':"sid:e el~ctr .. ical 'te 'st ', either -the an';il ' in-
sert s · carryi"ng, "j; 'b,e" ball pe 'net' ~at or s, ' or s'imilar inse'rt s with 
circular r "in.g penetr"ators 'on may be ' used as electrodes. 
Electric "curr:e.nt fr ·o.lP an .ext ·e',rnal p,irec't- cur,rent generator is 
introduce'd ' in't ·o t 'he" top p'late ' on '(whi 'c'h is 'insulated from 
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the frame) at contact (T). , This _curre:at ,.' ~~o~ .... s from , the upper 
p~ n et..r.at9r or ' elect'rode (J) through the weld to the lo' .... er 
ele6tio~~ (G), and leaves the maGh~~e thro~gh the te r minal 
(U) on the moving cylinder . The c~iren~ ihen ret urns to the 
generator through an external a~~eter and control resistance. 
The pot en t i a I d r 0 pac r 0 sst h e pr 0 b e s (In ism e a sur e d by a I 0 ''1-
resistap ce mi croammete r. These probes a r e carefull y insulated 
f~om the anvil in~erts . Micro~witch (V) on the weighing block 
iB) is interlocked with the current switch to prevent the 
switc h ing on of current with inadequate electrode p ressure. 
The rin.e:-penetrator assemblies used on Testing Haah ine 
No. 1 are s h 0 ''In i n f i gu r e ' 39 . For I abo rat 0 r ;r t est s, I / I 6- inc h-
diameter-hardened ' steel balls (commercially available for 
Rockwell Hardness Testing Machines) were used as penetrators. 
Calibrated sharpene~ steel points (commercially available for 
use in the Barcol Impressor) can be used to obtain equivalent 
p enetrator tests with much lighter applied loads. The pene-
trators are mounted on circles of diameter chosen to corre-
spond to acceptable spot-weld-nugg et diameters in various 
gages of aluminum-alloy sheet, and are supported on hard steel 
anvil inserts. These inserts may, be quickly exchanged when it 
is desired to test s p ot welds in different gages of alloy 
she e t • 
Th e ring electro.deassemblies used on Testing Ma c hine No . 
I are shown in fig~re 40. The electrodes a r e circular contact 
areas of diameter sli ght l y' l arger than the total bonded areas 
of acceptable spot ' .... elds in each sheet th,ick,ness. These ele c-
trode units are of the same dimensions as ' the penetrato r an-
vil inserts, and may be used interchangeably in Testing 
Hac h i n e "IT o. 1. 
B. Principle of Operation of Machine 
The ring-penetrator tests of Spot-Weld Testing Machine 
No. I are based upon results of the penetrator-profile tests 
shoi'ln in figure 34 . mram these tests it was found that the 
typical penetrat'~on profile'-nadthe characteristic shape 
shown in figure 41. The ring-penetrator units of Spot-Weld 
Testing Ma chine No .1 are designed with the diameter so 
that the penetrators fallon the - points' 'A-A of the penetrator 
profile c u rve for normal good ~elds in each gage oS aluminum-
alloy sheet. If the weld nuggets are smaller than the normal 
acceptable weld nugget, the penetrators fall outside the weld 
nugget over the tem~ered pare~t metal, at points on the pen-
etrator profile curve identified by B-B. If, however, the 
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nugget is larger than the normal size, the penetrators fall 
over the center of the nugget and the indications correspond 
to the points C-C of the penetrator profile. Sections through 
typical weld nuggets of various sizes in 0.040-inch 24S-T 
alclad sheet are shown in figure 42 with the indentation of 
the ring-penetrator test visible on the macrographs. The 
penetrator test indication is shown for each of the welds~ 
It may be seen that the penetration of the ring , penetrator 
measures weld diameter sensitively and reliably. and that 
small weld nuggets are differentiated from large weld nuggets 
by ,significant changes in indication. ' 
The ring-electrode two-side direc~ current tests of Spot-
Weld Testing Machine No.1 are based upon preliminary tests 
of the two-side direct-current method of determining the total 
bonded area at the faying plane. (See figs. 9, 10, and 11.) 
Macrographs of the faying plane of typical spot welds of vari-
ous sizes in 0.040-inch 24S-T alclad sheet are shown in fig-
ure 43, with the indication of the two - side electrical test 
shown for each weld. It may be seen that the electrical test 
indications correlate with the total bonded area of the spot 
weld. 
C. Procedure in Operation of Machine 
To conduct nondestructive tests of spot welds the machine 
is first calibrated for penetrator tests by using a block of 
homogeneous material of known ' hardness (Rockwell Hardness 
Testing Machine calibration blocks) and applying a fixed load 
by means of a hydraulic jack. The penetration is measured on 
top and bottom dial gages and compared with previous results 
on the same test block. Any change of shape in the penetrators 
can be observed and the penetrator balls (1/16-in.-diam. steel 
balls. identical with those used in Rockwell Hardness Testing 
machines) may be replaced, if necessary. 
Before conducting electrical tests, the electrical sys-
tem is checked by applying a fixed current to a similar cali-
bration block of known thickness and resistivity and compar-
ing the potential indication with that obtained previously. 
Oorrections are made if indications are abnormal. The checks 
should be made before beginning a new set of tests and after 
every two hundred welds tested. 
After calibration of the machine , spot-welded panel is 
inserted in the gap between the electrodes and the first spot 
weld is carefully centered under the potential probe of the 
head of the tester. A pre-load of fixed amount (200 Ib with 
60 
.', .; 
4-ball i mu ressors) is apulied by mean s of the hydraulic jack, 
~ 't,h's :l:'o'a'd "=-o'e fn'g' i n 'di.c·at· ed:~ by ·th.e dial gage on the \~e ighing 
:. ": ·block ... . ' Th'e, i nd(c at i;n 'Of ' each penet r ato r cHal gage is r e -
~ . ·tor de~ . ~h~ load is then i n cr eased to the full load setting 
(100-0 Ib on ,t~le' 4 -ball assembly), and the i..nd icat io n of ea ch 
" dial ga.ge 1:5: aga i n r e cord ed . If ele ctrical t .ests a re beJn g 
co ndu c ted with the sa~e set of ele ctrod es the di r ect cur rent 
~s ~~plied and the potentia l i ndic~~!on r e cor ded . The cur-
;ren .. f :j, S tnen interrupted and the lo'~d rel.eased so tha t t:i1e 
~e l d~d panel nay be ~ove d . and the next we ld tested. The ~um 
, ~' o~~~e changes i n indication of the uppe r and lower dial 
gages between pre -load 'and full lo ad is then taken a s the in-
dication of penetrat io n . The r at io of ~be ' t ,otal testing cu r-
"'. • • •• J . ..'
"., "-rent to the Dotentia l i ndi c at io n is tHken ' as the indication 
~f ~ondod ar~a at the f a~ing plane. For greate r sensitivity. 
~ current e l e c trodes of ~ianoter larger th~n that of t he pene-
, ' :trator rin g may be use'd ,to ' i nd icate the total bonded area'; in 
.. : " . ~, s epa rat e d i r oc t- cu r r en t t est folIo Vl i n g the pen e t rat 0 r t est . 
I, 
.. . 
E~en on the l ab9r~to r y testing ma chine a . Ye l d ~ay . be. 
tested in less than a ~inlte , r eadi~g ~~l d i ~ls an~ , me t e ~R by 
eye . For pr oduction meas i.1re:J ents a L1a~h 'ine·ca:r.>a·ble of , t~k i ng 
any sha~e of structure which can be spot- welded cou ld 'b~ use d 
for the sallie measurements . The pre - load and full load c ould 
be applied aut9m~t: i~',alJ;~r .ll;Y! c on n e c krrlg · t 'J:i'e, "~ lo:ac.ir..g p istons to 
sour c es of low and hig~ hydraQJ. ic or air p r e s su res, an d by 
r e c ording the def~e c tio~ of the ~eigh i ~g bldck and of the 
. penetrator indicato·rs' .b;{ E',e'ans of magneti c' '6-r' 'e'l e c t 'ric' ' stra in 
ga .e;es . All this ffil :;ht be 'co nt r oll ea -auto'm'at ic a ll y :-'by'si'mp)y 
.p-ressin g a button to i 'nit-i ate tl:.e sequ·ence of :o'pe r at i ;n"a:nd 
ob.s.erv i ng r esu. l tant indication. s on a 're c ord.in ~ instr.uriie·nt:·.or 
i~dicator ~evice . The on ly po rti on of thi t~it whi c h is in-
heF&ntly sla~ is the c e~t6ri n g ~~ . the s~ot wel~ und~ r t h~ " 
,~ e q t .. i .n· gas s e-m lj·i'y .. : .BY far : t h-e, "g r ·ea t est P: OT t i 0 Xl, '0 f t,h e t i '!!1~ " 
. :r -equlr.e.d i n' the te 's't' i ng opera:'t io n \'lould -o'e require-d' for t~;.is 
it em alone . l'lith su·.ch a :nfachin'e ·i t 'shorrid be -p o'ssi'ble tOo' 
test 1 0 to 30 spots a minu.te ",itho.ut dif/.icul~y . .. ~ , . .-
. . .-' . :'. . ," " •• " ;.. .' .. ' J .... ' 
" .. . 
D. Resu lts"''ef Teits " .. '~' 
. - . . . ".,.., " ' 
. . ~ . : 
' .' 
I': . 
Testi ng Ma chi ne No : :1 h~~ · 'b~e~ u~edunder s~veral ~ondi­
tions i n the testing. of sp'ot ,,,,'elds in a'ft.;·n inui.:...allo·y 'sh.eet :s. 
Various penetra t or arrangements have been emp loyed and several 
gages of sheet tested . The first a rr an gonon t consisted of 
three sp e ric - I hardened st 0el ball s p l a c ed equ idist ant on 
the ~ar iphe r ~ of a circle. (See fig. 39 . ) Tests showed this 
device to be capable of ~is c rin i nating weld s trength r eliably 
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on welds of normal shape (figs. 5 and 44) but on welds having 
:elem&ntary ~ugg~t .fo rmations (fig. 3), erroneous indications 
' xesuLted because of the irregular shape of the area of bond-
ing. Improved assemblies with four and six balls placed on 
, ·the circumference of the critical circle showed improved per-
formanca. (See fig. 39 . ) Likewise, the use of circular elec-
· trodes of diameter larg~r than the penetrator circle as elec-
trqdes for the electrical test resulted in an i mp rovement in 
the measurement of the area of bonding . (See fig. 40.) 
The diameter of the weld nuggets is measured to ±12 to 
15 percent by the penetrator test alone as shown in figure 45, 
summarizing resu~ts on ~everal hundred spot welds made in 
different West Ooast aircraft factories under normal in~us­
trial conditions of ' welding. These tests prove the machine 
to be capable of measurin g weld-nugget diameter reliably. It 
is because of the reliability of this ~easurement that the 
machine is capable of measuring the strength of the weld. 
The static shear strength of the spot ~elds is : m~~sured 
to ±10 percent by the p enetrator test aloni . in . the range for 
which penetrator is adjusted as shown in figure 46 on the 
same sets of industrially mad~ spot welds; ,. This measurement 
compares favorably with the correlation · ~~t~e~n ~ the strength 
and spot-\~eld-nugget diameter ' Sllown in .. figure ~L- for ,, "tihe same 
sets of spot welds. It is seen that the penetrat~on test 
measures we ld strength with an error eq~al : t .o · . onl i · twice the 
median error in the correlation bet\·!een weld-nugget diameter 
and strength. This quality of measurement in itself is ade-
quate for the nondestructive testing of spot weld.s ~ in industry. 
The total area of bonding at the faying plane is measured 
to ±10 percent by the electrical test. (See fig. 47.) Be-
cause of the variation in the nature of the corona bonding 
and the difficulty of visually measuring the corona area on 
the pulled welds this correl ation is appreciably less accurate 
than that between penetrator tests and nugget size. The di-
r e c teo r reI a'c i 9 n bet wee n e lee t ric a I t est i n d i cat ion s a n.d s pot -
weld static shear strength is poor because the test does not 
discriminate the type of bonding at the faying surface. (See 
fig. 48.) 
The static shear strength of the spot welds is measured 
to ±10 percent by the combin ed penetrator and electrical test 
indications. (See fig. 49.) 
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E . ~onclu.sions Based on Res~lts of Te~ts of Testing Machine No.1 
' 1~ The ring-~enetrator test - alone can be a reliable 
measure of weld-nug~et diameter. It measures the component 
of weld shear strength ' due to the nugget with nearly ~s much 
accuracy as does the d i~meter of the nugget observed by de-
structive se~tioning . It does not measure the component of 
weld strength ' supplied by alclad :, bonding (an unreliaole co n-
tribution ) and so , :'p roperly calibrated , gives conser~ative ' 
predictions of ,eld strength . 
2. The electrical test measures the bonded area to a 
moderate degree of sensitivity . By ' itself it is not a reli -
able ~easurement of weld shear strength, for shear strength 
is not measured · r~liably by the total area of bond i ng. It 
(ioes detect a \·/c"la ' the faying surface of whi ch has bonded 
' poorly or the bbnd of whi ch has been broken after welding , 
with absolute reliability. It makes poss'i ble an estimate of 
the contribution of corona bo n ding to the weld shear strength, 
and so is a valuable sup~ lement to the ring penetrator test . 
3. The chief ,lir,nitation on the a ccu rac y of all forms of 
mechanical and -electric'al tests 'sensitive to weld size re-
sult s from · t ,h'e dif·f iculty of locatin'g the. ,,cemt 'er of t ·he weld 
by observation of ·the outer surface of: "the vlel,ded 'sheet . . The 
\\I'eld may not be centered under the we:J..'der . elect;r :ode inden-t~­
tion. Thus the ma·jor portion of th:e t 'esting' t ·ime is ,requ,·ir·-ed 
to locate the ' test:9i' 'above the wel'd'; ' ,,'hile ' t"l1:e test .. it ·self 
may be, nearly ih'stantan·eous . Aut :omatic pro'fil'ing to l ,oc:ate 
the ".~e"ld. accura'tely 'l"eq'll i'res elaboiat'e appat"atus and in-
crease~ 'testing ti~e . 
· 4 . ~ Oth~r limitationi result from the fact that penetra-
tor i ndf6ations depend upon alloy , heat treatment, and sheet 
thickneis .' . Calibration must be made on that alloy and heat 
treatment :being inspected , with a penetrator ring of diame~er 
~uited to spot welds in the given gage of sheet. 
F . · P~op6sals for Practical Forms of Spot-Weld Tester 
Experience with Spot-Weld Testing Ma chine No. ' l . has in~ 
dicated p;inciples and practical design form s for nondestruc-
tive spot~veld testers. 
'. I ~. " " • ,. 
1. Proposed Hand Tester A is a small portable penetrator 
tester, simil a r to devices now on the market for hand hard-
ness testi ng of homogeneous mate ri al s (The Barcol Impr essor , 
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availaole from Baroer Colman Company , Rockford, Ill.) 
A ring of sharpened caliorated penetrators is spring-loaded 
oy hand pressure to make a one-side ring_penetrator test 
eq ivalent to that of Testing Machine No.1. (See fig. 50.) 
(By using small-diameter, sharpened probes, a great reduction 
in load is ootained for penetrations sensitive to weld- nugget 
p~esence.) T 1is is a direct measurement of nugget diameter. 
The device must De caliorated on the alloy and temper of 
sheet to De tested. A change to ring penetrators of differ-
ent diameter is required when spot-welded sheet of greatly 
different thickness is to be tested. Properly located aoove 
each weld , the hand tester should De nearly as reliaole as 
the penetrator test of Testing Machine No.1. 
2. Proposed Production Tester B is intended for produc-
tion line usc - ~ossioly directly after the spot- !elding 
operation - with welded parts oeing Drought to the tester. 
It is equipped with a throat and press or rocker arm of di-
mensions equivalent to the welders it serves, so that any 
"!eld made on the -.relders can De tested on it. T,.,..o-side ring-
penetrator and electrical tests are automatically carried out 
and recorde~ each time t~e operator presses the foot switch. 
Air loading and strain-gage recording make possible tests as 
rapid as the spot- weldir.g operation it self. Strain- gage load 
measurements, with pre-lo ad and full load applied oy air 
pressure, and strain- gage penetration measurements , could be 
recorded automatically on ~ n tic a t o r devices . 
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FIG. lao 
CROSS SECTION AND FAYING PLANE OF A TYPICA L SPOTWEL D IN 24 ST 
ALUMINUM ALLOY, SHOWING SIGN IFICANT REGtONS OF WELD; (A) PAR-
ENT MATERIAL, (8) ALCLAD LAYER, (C) CAST ALL OY NUGGET, INCLUD-
ING (c l ) DENDRITIC ZONE AND (ell) EQU JAXEO ZONE, (D ) CORONA, 
(E) ALCLAD INCLUSION, (F) PENETRATIO N, (G) HEAT AFFECT ED ZONE 
AND (H) FAYING PLANE . 2ox. 
. __ J 
---------- - - -----
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(A). PARENT MATERIAL, 2QST ALUMINUM 
ALLOY. 500X. 
(C II ). EQUIAXED ZONE OF NUGGET. 500X. 
(6). HEAT AFFECTED ZONE SHOWING IN-
CIPIENT MELTING AT THE GRAIN BOUNDAR IES. 
500X. 
Fi g . Ib 
(C I ). DENDRITIC ZONE OF NUGGET. 500X. 
(E). ALCLAD INCLUSION INTO NUGGET. 
500X. 
(G I ). HEAT AFFECTED ZONE SHOWING 
EUTECTIC ·STRINGER" OR "INTRUSION 
INTO THE GRAIN BOUNDARIES·. 500X. 
FIG. lb . 
- - ~- - -- -- ~---
NAOA TN No. 945 
FIG. 2 .-
TYPE A WELDS - - ALCLAD 
Fig. 2 
A-I 
STRENGTH BELOW 50 POUNDS 
A - 2 
STR ENGTH 100 
POUNDS 
A - 3 
STRENGTH 215 
POUNDS 
BONDING WITHOUT NU GGET FOR MA TION ,IOX. 
- I 
NAOA TN No. 945 
--~-- .-- - - --











FI G. 3(o ,b).-TYPE B WELDS - - EL04ENTAR't NUGGET FORMATION 
WI T H 0 R WIT H 0 U T. ALe LAD BON 0 I N G , lOX. 
- -- '- - - --- ~ 




- - - - --- - - I 
Fig . 3b 
B - 4 
STRENGTH 480 
POUNDS 
B - 5 
STRENGTH 340 
POUNDS 
I I ~ 
---------,~----------
HACA TN No. 945 
FIG. 4.-
TYPE C WELDS - - SMALL DIAM ETE R 
NUGGETS WITH NOR~AL ALCLAD 
INCLUSIONS AND LOW PENETRA TION, lOX. 
~~~-~ -~-----------
Fig. 4 
C - 1 
STRENGTH 200 
POUNDS 
C - 2 
STRENGTH 380 
POUNDS 
- - - - ,-- - - ' 
NACA TN No. 945 
FIG. 5 . -
TYPE D WELDS - - NORMAL DIAMETER 
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NACA TN No. 945 
FIG.6(atoc).-
TYPE E WELDS - - OVERSIZE NUGGETS 
WITH EXCESSIVE PENET RATION, CR AC KS, 
POROS I TY OR SP I TT I NG, lOX. 
Fig. 6 a 
E - 1 
S TRENG TH 700 
POUNDS 




NACA TN No. 945 
E - 4 STRENGTH 1385 POUNDS 
FIG. 6b. 
Fig. 6b 




NACA TN No. 945 Fig. 6c 
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'0 QI 0,2 0,3 0,4 0,5 0.6 
LOCATION OF MOVING PROBE (INCHES) . 
T··~~ 
Jt"'TAT 
FIG. 7:- POTENTIAL 
OF A PRISM CUT OUT 
A SPOTWELO NUGGET 
ALO~G STRIP. 
D,STR,BUT,ON ALONG THE SURFACE 
O~ AN ALCLAD SH~ET CO NTAININ G 
WITH DIRECT CURRENT FLOWING 
II) 
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Jmmm 1\ ~ 
FIG. &.- MEA SUREMENT OF BONDED AREA OF A SP OTWELD 
By THE FLOW OF ELEC TRIC CURRENT • 
A. CURRENT FLOW PARALLEL To THE FAYING PLANE 
DOES NOT MEASURE THE AREA OF BONDING 
B. CURRE"T FLOW NORMAL To THE F~YING PLANE 





















FIG. 9. - THE TWO-S IDE DIRECT CURRENT TEST OF THE 
BONDEG AREA AT THE FAYING PLANE Of THE SPOTWELD. 
CURRENT FLOWS BETwEEN CYLINDRICAL ELECTRODES IN 
CONTACT WITH Top AND BOTTOM SHEET SURfACES AT I. 
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~ !ie' I~' ~. 11,1' -~ ~4 1fa" I' II,jJ 
LOCATI ON OF ELECT RODE ASSEMBLY 
it: 
~ 
~ ~ vo' 
(OJ 
~ / I 
It' "4 3/8 lfi ~ '3t4' 7/a I' "ia' 
LOCATION OF ELECTROOE ASSEMBLY 
FIG. 10.- ReSULT S OF A TWO-SIDE DIRE=T CURRENT 
PROF ILE TEST OF A S"A LL SPDTWELC IN .064" 245T 
AL CL AD 
FIG. 11.- RESULTS OF ·A 'WO-SIDE UIRfCT CURRENT 


























NACA TN No. 945 
~ ~~'::;.T f.:A "CAO 
.~LS" .. "" 
II'ICO,1\1' 
FIG. 12. - THE ONE-SIDE DIRECT CURRENT TEST OF THE 
BONDED AREA AT THE FAYING PLANE OF THE SPOTWELD. 
DIRECr CURRENT FLOWS BETWEEN 11 AND 12 , 
SHEET POTENTIAL Is ~EASURED BETWEEN PI AND P2 • 
FIG. 14.- EFFECT OF SHEET INDENTATION IN MAS~ING 
INDICATIONS OF BONDED AREA AT THE FAYING PLANE .BY 
THE ONE-SIDE DIRECT CURRENT TEST. 
Figs. 12,13,14,15 
~eI Af('f WILO. AT In ."'''.I~II 
-"1: 1..0W WII.O C;UfllIIlIHT .. 
~ ::: :~~~:~~~:~~~:~~ __ 'E~=_::~_'_~+:_~_:_::4~_: __ ~ 
~ ~ ~ 200V' Tt'SUO ..... • •• 
.... ~O 32 34 36 36 40 42 ~ ELECTRICAL INDICATION 
9 MICROVOL TS/AMPERE!1NCH BETWEEN PRDeES 
O.13~· APART 
44 
FIG. 13.- RESULTS OF ONE-SIDE DIRECT CURRENT TESTS 
ON SINGLE SPOTWELD SPECIMENS IN ONE INCH SHEA R TEST 
STRIPS. No DIFFERENCES IN INDICATION ARE OSTAINED 




FIG. 15.- WHEATSTONE BRIDGE FOR'I OF THE ON E-S ID E 
DIRECT CURRENT TEST OF THE BONDED AREA Al THE 
FAYING PLANE OF THE SPOTWELD. CURRENT FLOWS BE-
TWEEN CONTACT POINTS (I). POTENTIAL I s ME ASURED 
ACROSS EQLII 0 I STAN! POTENT I AL PROBES (P). THE 
ELECTRODES FORM A WHEAT STONE BR I DGE CIRCUI T, WHICH 
Is UNBALANCED By THE PRESENCE OF A WELD . 
NACA TN No. 945 Figs, 16,17,18 
FIG. 16.- THE L~p JOINT DIREC T CURRENT TEST OF THE BONDED 
AREA AT THE FA YING PLANE OF THE $ POTWE LD. 
~ ~ 
• f 
0.. I ~ 2 / ~ ~ 











FIG. 17 .- SENSITIVITY OF THE LAP JOINT DIRECT CURRENT TEST 
To THE PRESEN CE 0F SPOTWELDS, As SHOWN By PROFILE TEST S . 
""""riAL PROBE' 
FIG. 18.- ON E EL ECTRODE DIREC T CURR ENT TES T OF THE BONDED AREA 











.... _. -cJL::z-~:Z :z:~ 
FIG . 19.-EFFECT OF PLANE OF FLOW OF EDDY CURRENT UPON 
"fASURE"ENT OF 80NOED AREA AT THE FAYING PLANE OF THE 
sPorWElD. 
A. EDDY CURRENTS FLOwiNG IN PATH 1 PARA~LEL TO THE 
FAYING SURFACE DO NOT "EASURE AREA OF BONDING. 6. EDDY CURRENT~ FLOWING IN PATH 2 NOR"AL TO THE FAYING SURFACE DO MEASURE AREA OF BONDING. 
l'AOOmI ruM 
vm.~ 
, 1mDr ctJlllIEln:l Ill~ED 
", n PLAXE OF SB£E.'l' 
4I1PIO 
4MPL!l'lBR 







KXCITING COIL WITH ~ CON~}';llTlHC .?OLlSS . 
FIG. 20 A. -Exelrl.G COIL AHO CIRCULAR fDDY CURRENT 
OATH ESTABLISHED. 





















FIG. 2Q-TAA HSFO RMER LOADING EDDY CURRENT INOUCTIOH TEST OF SHEET THICKNESS, WELD CRA.CKS, POROSITY, ru 
o 
AND SHEET INDENTATION. 





FIG. 21.-USEFUL CONFIGURATIONS OF EDDY 
CURRENT INDUCTION POLE ASSEMBLIES. 
A. SINGLE CORE ASSEMBLY USED TO 
WEASURr SHEET THICKNESS. 
B. CONCENTRIC CIRCULAR POLE AS-
SEM9LY USED TO RESTRICT EDDY CUR-
RENTS TO A CIRCULAR PATH. 
C. RECT ANGULAR POLE ASSEMBLY USED 















































FIG. 23.- THE LAP JOINT TRANSFORMER 
INDUCTION TEST OF THE BONDED AREA 
AT THE FAYING PLANE OF THE SPOTWELD. 
FIG. 22.- RESONANT CIRCUIT RESPONSE OF TRANSFORWER EDDY CURRENT INDUCTION UNIT . 
SWALL CHANGE5 IN I NDUCTANCE PRODUCE LARGE CHANGES IN INDICATION. 





FIG. 2Q.- TYPICAk PICK-UP COlk EDDY 
CURRENT TEST UNITS. 
A. UNIT FOR FkAW DETECTION IN 
HOWOGENEOUS PkATES DEVELOPED BY 
Ross GUNN, H. R. L. (REF. /I 12.) 
B. UNIT FOA DETECTION OF CRAC KS 
AND POROSITY IN SPOTWELDS DE-
VELOPED BY N. R. L. (REF •• 11.) 
FIG. 25.- EDDY CURRENT FIELD INDUCED BY PICKUP UNIT A. 
A. FIEkD IN HOWOGENEOUS PkATE. 
B. FIEkO IN PkATE WiTH FLAW. 
NACA TN No. 945 F1ga. 26,27 
LUG THERMOCOUPLE 
MICROMETER 
FIG. 26.- HEAT RESERVOIR THERMAL TEST OF THE BONDED AREA AT THE 











FIG. 27. - INDUCTION HEATING THERMAL TEST OF THE BONDED AREA AT 
THE FAYING PLANE OF THE SPOTWELD. 
A. HEAT FLOWS ACROSS FAYING PLANE AT WELD. 
B. LITTLE HEAT FLOWS ACROSS FAYING PLANE WHERE NO 
BOND EXIXTS. 
· NACA TN No. 945 Figs. 28,29 
VARIABLE FREQUE~NCY I ~______ DRIVER A.C. POWER SUPPLY 
~ 
'J' 
MI'CROPHONIC I I 
PICK UP 1 
AMPLIFIER to 






- - - - - - --AMPLITUDE 
FREQUENCY 
FIG . 29 .- V I B RATIO N ~ ESO NANC E AND DAM P ING 
CURVES. THE DECR EM ENT FACTOR 6 IS GI V EN 
BY 6 f 6 fo 







FIG. 30.- WAVE REFLECTION TEST OF BOUNDED AREA OF 
SPOTWELDS. 
(A) WAVES PASS THRO~GH WELDS AT FAYING PLANE. 
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A. DIAL GU AGE WITH COLLAR 
B. SMAL L IN DENTATION OVER SMALL WELD 
C. LA RGE I NDENTAT ION OVER LARGE WELD 
D. RESUL TS OF IN DENTATION TEST S ON 141 
SCIAKY WELDS IN .040" 24sT ALCLAO. 
































FJG. 32.- ONE POiNT ONE SIDE PENETRATOR TEST OF SPOT 
WELD NUGGET PENETRATION. GREATER INDENTATIONS RESULT 
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ONE POINT PENETRATOR TEST INDICATION 
F IG. 33.- RESULTS OF ONE POINT ONE SIDE PENETRATOR TEST 






NACA TN No . 945 
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FIG.34 .- CHARACTERISTIC PENETRATOR PROFILES 
OF SPOTWELDS 
NACA TN No . 945 
/ 
/ 
LE AD SHEET 
INE GRAIN XRAY FILM 
WEL DED SHEET 
F IG. 35 . RADIOGRAPHY OF SPOT WELDS. 
h~XRAY SOURCE 
II " ~ \ . 
11 11 11 \ 
1/ ' I \ \ \ / I , \ \ 
I / I I \ \ \ 
I I I \ \ \ 
/ / , I \ \ \ 
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Figs. 35, 36 
MICROAMMETER 
FI G. 36 .-A RRANGEM ENT OF EQUIPMENT FOR IONIZATION GAUGE TESTS OF SPOTWELOS . 
NACA TN No. 945 
I TE ST I LOAD 
I TE ST J LOAD 
HOLD DOWN PRESSURE 
HOLD DOWN PRESSURE 







.9. HAND PUMP 
/PRESSURE 
= GAUGE 
B. TENSION TESTING OF WELD C. HYDRAULIC LOADING DEVICE 
FIG. 37.- ADHESIVE BOND PROOF TEST OF SPOT WELD 
FIG. 380. - SIDE VIEW OP ASS!MllED MAC"I"E. FIG. 38b.- DETAIL OF ~ACHINE, DISASSE~BLED. 
A. HYDRAULIC ~ACK. H. ANVIL INSERT. O. CONTACT TIPS. 
8. WEIGHING BLOCK. I. ANVIL-LOWER. P. Q. DIAL GUAGES. 
C. LOAD DIAL GUAGE. J. BALL PENETRATORS-UPPER. R. PISTON CAP. 
o. ~OVIHG CYLINDER. K. UV IL INSERT. T,U. TER~INALS. 
E. CYLINDRICAL GUIDE. L. ANVIL-UPPER. v. ~ICROSWITCH. 
F. FRA~E. ~. TOP 'lATE. 
G. BALLPENETRATORS-LOWER. N. PROIES. 




















NACA TN No. 945 
FIG. 38c.- DETA L OF ANVIL ANO PENETRATOR 
ASSEMBLY 
FIG. °38d.-DETAIL OF WEIGHING BLOCK . 
Fig. 38c,d 
NAOA TN No. 945 
FIG. 39.- RING PENETRATOR ASSE~BLIES USED 
ON TESTING ~ACHINE No.1. 
FIG. 40. - RING ELECTRODE ASSE~BL I ES USED ON 
TESTING MACHINE No.1. 
Figs. 39,40 
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FIG. 41. - CHARACTERISTIC SHAPE OF PENETRATOR PROFILE. 
Top. PENETRATOR INDICATION PROFILE. 
CENTER. SECTION rHROUGH NUGGET. 
BOTTOM. FAYINb SUR FACE OF WELD. 
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0 FIG. 42.- MACROGRAPHS OF SECTIONS OF UNPUllED WELD SPECIMENS, AND INDICATIONS OF .p. 
l\) 
-
THE RING PENETRATOR TEST FOR THESE SPECIMENS. 
m 
0 
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FIG.43a,b. -INDICATIONS OF THE AING 
ELECTRODE TWO SIDE DIAECT CUAAENT 
TEST FOA TYPICAL S'OT WELDS (FAYfNG 
SURFACES SHOWN AFTEA SHEAR PULL 
TEST. ) 
- j 
NACA TN No. 945 Fig . 43b 
FIG .. 4 Jb. 
' .. 
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140 150 160 170 180 190 200 




.1. . -. a,.: . . .- .... . 
.... 0.' ... ). . 
.. . . , ., .. 
. ' . .~ . . 
. 
. ~ . . 
110 120 130 
PENETRATOR TEST INDICATION 
140 
B 
FIG. 44.- RESULTS OF PENETRATOR TESTS USING 3 BALL PENETRATOR ADJUSTED FOR .O~O" 
2 4ST S HEET ON: 
A. 175 TAYL OR - WINFIELD SPOTWElDS IN .064" 24ST SHEET. 




























140 1:'0 60 Iro tiU 
PENETRATOR TEST INDICATION 
30 2 00 
A. 138 T~YLOR WI NF IELD SPOTWELDS M~DE By CONSOLID~TED 


















0120 130 140 
+-
I I 
150 160 170 180 
PENE TRATOR TE S T INDICAT ION 
190 200 
c. 105 T~YLOR WINFIELD S POTWELDS M~DE ON THE LABOR~TORY 
WELDER AT THE UNIVERSlrry OF SOUT HERN S~LIFORNI~ IN .040" 
2~ST ALCL~D. 
C7 .Oi --.,----






~ g 3.0 
z 
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130 140 150 160 170 180 190 200 
PENETRATOR TEST INDICATION 
B. 85 TAYLOR WINFIELD SPOTWELOS M~DE ON THE L~BORATORY 















tJ I ' 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
<l 
:::> 
g 0 120 130 I~O 150 I~O 170 180 190 260 
PENE T RATOR T EST IND I CATION 
o. 105 T~YLOR WINFIELD SPOTWELDS M~DE ON TH E LABORATORY 
NELDER AT THE UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH ERN CA L IFORNIA IN .040· 
24ST ALCLAD. 
NOTE: THE SE GROUPS OF SPOTWELDS WERE PURPOSEL Y M~DE UNDEH WIDELY 
DIFFERENT CONDITIONS FOR USE I N DEVELO P ING NUN-DESTRU CTIVE TESTS. 
FIG.45. - ME~ S UREMENT OF SPOTWELD NUGGET DI ~M ET E R By PENETR~TOR TEST USING ~ B~LL PENETR~TOR 






































en 5 0 ... 
:540 0 
LL. 3 IV\. 










.. , . 
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140 150 160 170 180 190 2 00 
PE NETRATOR TES T INDICATION 
A. 138 TAY LOR WINFIELD S POTWE WS MADE ~Y CONSOLIDATED VULTEE AIR CRAF T ~ORPORAT I ON 
(S AN DIEGO) IN .040" 24ST ALCLA D. [COMPARE WITH FI G. 41 B) 
140IOr----.----,,----r----,--r--TT,--~----, 
L1J I ' , 
~ ,' : :. 
~1200~---4----~----+_--~~---.~,~·--~~~ 
it , I 
" , 
~IOGO~---4----~----+-/~.~~. ~--~.---~--~ 
~ ... ",,"'/ '. '/;/ 
~800~---4---,-<~,~~"~ ... ~. : ... +.:.~: ~.-.-.-~-.'~--r----+----~ 
........ :. -
LL. " en 600~--,74-.. --~.~~~----~L---r----+----~ 
~ 400~4/~~·~~~~~-;-" -'-'<~----+_--_1----_r----+_--~ 
Q, '!. _~,I. 
Z :: ' .; 
~ 200~1~·+;'-+----~----+----1-----r----+---~ 
c:t •. I g : ', '1~0 I 140 150 160 170 180 190 200 
TESTING MACHINE PENETRATOR INDICATION 
B. 135 TAYLOR WINFIELD SP OTWELDS MADE UN LABOR ATORY NELDER AT UNIVERSI TY OF 














3 I OQIJ---_+----_r----t----t----~----t---_1----_1 
0,20 130 140 150 160 170 lao 190 200 
PENETRATOR T ES T INDICAT ION 
C. 105 TAYLOR WINFIELD SPOTWELDS MA DE ON LABORATORY WELDE R AT UNIVERS ITY OF 
SOUTH ER N CALIFORNIA IN ,040" 24ST ALCLAO. [COMPARE WI TH FIG, 41 H. ] 
FI G. 46.- ME ASUREMENT OF STATIC SH EAR STR ENGT H OF SPO TWEL DS By PENETRATOR TEST , 
USING 4 BALL PENE TRATOR ASSEMBLY. 
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<t I ~ 30~--~--~-+-+~r_rrl r---~---r-+-t-I-rrH 
20,.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 6.0 e.o 10. 20. 30. 40. 60. 80. 100. 
ELECTRICAL INDICATION (AMPS;"""'> 
Fig. 47 
A. 181 WELDS IN .040" 24ST ALCLAD MADE ON FEDERAL WELDER AT RYAN AERONAUTICAL 
CORPORATION, SAN DIEGO, CALI FORNIA . 
c-O .~ 1 ~ : 
~ 70~----+---~~~~~Hh~~~~~~~-r+1" 
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10 I 2 3 4 5 67 8 9 10 20 30 40 60 80 100 
ELECTRICAL INDICATION (AMPS/-) 
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2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
INVERSE ELECTRICAL INDICATION (AM PS/.....) 
C, 108 WELDS IN .064" 24S T ALCLAD MADE ON SCIAKY WELDER AT LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT 
CORPORATION, 
FIG, 47.- CORR ELAT ION BETWEEN ELECTRICAL TEST INDICATIONS AND THE TOTAL AR EA OF 
BONDING AT THE FAY I NG PLANE OF THE SPOTWELD . TESTS MADE WITH RING ELECTRODES ON 
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<l 0 01.0 0 
..J I 2.0 3.04.0 SO a.o 10. 20. 30.40. 60. 80.100. 
ELECTRICAL INDICATION (AMPS/~) 2 3 4 5 678910 20 30 40 60 80 100 
A. 181 WELDS IN .OtO" 24ST AlCLAD MADE ON FEDERAL 
WELDEi AT RYAN AERONA UTICAL CORPOR ATION, SAN DIEGO, 
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INVERSE ELECTRICAL INDICATION (AMPS/'.-.) 
C . D8 NELDS IN .064" 2~ST ALCLAD MADE ON SCIAKY 
WELDER AT LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION. 
(f) 
ELECTRICAL INDICATION (AMPS/.....,) 
B. 141 WELDS IN • 04:J " 2LlS I ALCLAD MADE ON 3c lAKY 
WELDER AT LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT 20RPORATI ON. 
BOO 
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a I I I I g 1001 
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o , , , , ,_ 
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
INVERSE ELECTRICAL INDICATION {AM PSI ......... ) , 
D. 140 WELDS IN .040' 245T ALCLAD MADE ON SCIAKY 
~ELDER AT LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION. 
FIG. 48.- CORRELATION BETWEEN ELECTRICAL TEST IND ICATIONS AND SPOTWELD STATIC SH EAR STRENGTH ON 
INDUSTR lALLy-MADE SPOTWELDS. (SINCE THE ELECTRICAL TEST DOE S NOT DISCRIMINATE THE TYPE OF 
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ELECTRICAL INDICATION (AMPS/..-) 
------- ---- --- ------- -------
--- - ---
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Fr r -r. .. J I 
13 
,..~ 
PENE RAT( R TE ~T 
•• • • 0"' - 1",..LEe IrRI CA TF~ IT 
...... ---- COME INED PENE RAT PR-EL ECTR CAL 
00 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 
AVERAGE PREDICTED STRENGTH-POUNDS (PENETRATOR-ELECTRICAL) 
00 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 
ERROR IN STRENGTH PREDICTION (POUNDS) 
FIG. 49 .... MEASUREMENT OF SPOTWE LD STAT IC SHEAR STRENGTH BY COMBINED PENETRATOR AND ELECTRICAL 





















FIG. 50.- HAND HARDNESS TESTER SUITABLE FOR PENET~ATOR TESTS OF SPOTWELDS IN 
THIN ALUMINUM ALLOY SHEETS. (BARCOL IMPRESSOR - - BARBER COLMAN CO.) 
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